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INTRODUCTION
This article aims at presenting an important manuscript discovered recently in the
holdings of the library at the University of Liège, in Belgium. It has been
authenticated as a holograph manuscript of Taq| al-D|n Ah˝mad ibn ‘Al| al-Maqr|z|,
and identified as a specimen of his notebooks. As I will try to demonstrate, the
notebook was conceived by al-Maqr|z| as a working tool to which he returned,
utilizing the greatest part of it in his later writings. Its study, together with al-
Maqr|z|’s other preserved autograph manuscripts and drafts, clearly provides
answers to numerous questions about the working methods of medieval Muslim
scholars, making possible reflection on an archaeology of scholarship. The
preliminary results are revealed here for the first time, and are based on the
current stage of my research. It is possible some weakness of these arguments
may emerge later, although I hope that future research will corroborate most of
them.
In this study, to be published in two sections, I decided first to scrutinize the
manuscript itself, in codicological terms, i.e., to describe it and reconstruct its
Middle East Documentation Center. The University of Chicago.
This article is a revised version of a paper presented on the 13th of May 1998 at the 7th Colloquium
on Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras (Katholieke Universiteit Leuven),
under the title: "À propos du MS 2232 de l’Université de Liège: découverte d’un nouvel autographe
de Maqr|z|?" It was read once more, with major modifications, during a seminar on al-Maqr|z|
organized by the Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale in Cairo in May 2000, under the title:
"Le carnet de notes d’al-Maqr|z| et son importance pour l’historiographie musulmane." That
version will appear in two sections for reasons of space. Another text was read at the Notre Dame
colloquium; that will be published as the second part of this article in a forthcoming issue of this
journal, under the title: "Maqriziana II: Discovery of an Autograph Manuscript of al-Maqr|z|:
Towards a Better Understanding of his Working Method: Analysis." I have decided to publish this
first part prior to the second as the demonstrations elaborated in the latter are too complex to
follow without a clear exposition of the nature and contents of the manuscript.
1A full critical edition of the notebook is in preparation. It will be published by the Institut
Français d’Archéologie Orientale in Cairo, in two volumes together with a facsimile of the entire
manuscript on CD-ROM.
history, and finally to give a detailed overview of its contents.1 The second part
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will be devoted to an analysis of al-Maqr|z|'s working method.
HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY
In an article published in 1962, Claude Cahen wondered rhetorically whether
unearthing a fundamental text was cheering or discouraging, as his discovery
diverted him from his other scholarly commitments. He was speaking of a manuscript
which has revealed, since its discovery, new data on the economic history of
Egypt in the Fatimid and Ayyubid periods, i.e., al-Makhzu≠m|’s treatise "Al-Minha≠j
f| ‘Ilm al-Khara≠j."2 Reading his words, I asked myself if he really thought that this
was ill-fortune, but I soon realized, when I myself came across an important
manuscript, what he meant. Indeed, I also had to leave aside all my current
research to dedicate my entire attention to the text I had found, almost accidentally.
But this did not happen all at once. In 1989, I was asked by the University of
Liège to catalog the Islamic manuscripts held there. It had received in 1986 a gift
of about 450 Arabic manuscripts and wished to know exactly what it contained. I
carried out this task, beginning with these manuscripts most recently bequeathed.
The other Islamic manuscripts already among the holdings of the library had
previously been described in a handlist, so I put them aside until I finished my
catalogue.3 After having perused hundreds of manuscripts, I decided to look at the
older collection. When my eyes fell on MS 2232, I had seen so many majmu≠‘a≠t
from the Maghrib that I at first imagined that this was nothing more than another
example of this particular kind of manuscript, although eastern in origin as indicated
by the script. It appeared that it was not a composite majmu≠‘ah, composed of
various texts by several hands at different dates, collected at a specific moment
and bound together, but rather a uniform text in which entries were written by the
same hand. No author was named anywhere in the manuscript, although the
greatest part consisted of epitomes of books. To me, it appeared to be nothing
more than an ordinary manuscript. At the time I was able to date it to the fifteenth
century, thanks to its codicological characteristics, a fact which was confirmed
afterwards.4
The manuscript was then returned to a dusty shelf for several years until one
2See Claude Cahen, "Un traité financier inédit d’époque fatimide-ayyubide," Journal of the
Economic and Social History of the Orient 5 (1962): 140; reprinted in his Makhzu≠miyya≠t: Études
sur l’histoire économique et financière de l’Égypte médiévale (Leiden, 1977), 1.
3The first volume of the catalogue is finished and will appear under the title Inventaire des
manuscrits arabes, persans et turcs des bibliothèques publiques de Belgique (Liège, forthcoming).
4The manuscript had already been described in 1970 as "manuscrit arabe, XVIIIe siècle?" See J.
Hoyoux, Inventaire des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque de l'Université de Liège: Manuscrits acquis
de 1886 à 1960, vol. 1 (Liège, 1970), no. 1070.
day in 1997, when I received a copy of a recent edition of one of al-Maqr|z|’s
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minor works, the Mukhtas˝ar Kita≠b al-Ka≠mil f| al-D˛u‘afa≠’ of Ibn ‘Ad|.5 This book
consists of a resumé made by al-Maqr|z| of a work dealing with "weak" transmitters
of tradition. It has been preserved in a unicum which is, moreover, an autograph
copy (Istanbul, MS Mura≠d Molla≠ 569), dated 795/1393. The editor had the excellent
idea of including some plates of the manuscript. At first glance, the script looked
familiar, and I soon remembered MS 2232. I was able to compare it with the
facsimile and was overjoyed to discover that the codex leodiensis was an autograph
copy in the hand of one of the most important historians of the Islamic world,
known as the shaykh al-mu’arrikh|n of Egypt.
I proceeded further in my investigation and found that numerous autograph
manuscripts of al-Maqr|z| are still extant in various libraries all over the world.6 I
soon discovered that the attention of scholars had already been drawn to this
matter as early as 1847–51, when the Dutch Orientalist R. P. A. Dozy published a
notice of his identification of three volumes of al-Maqr|z|’s Al-Muqaffá.7 Facing
page 28, a plate containing a facsimile of al-Maqr|z|’s handwriting was printed so
as to facilitate the identification of other autograph manuscripts, of which, Dozy
believed, there must have been other specimens in European and Arab libraries.
Indeed, al-Maqr|z|’s handwriting is distinctive, not easily forgotten, and this has
been my experience. Later, I learned of an additional publication including another
autograph manuscript of the historian: a draft of a volume of Al-Mawa≠‘iz˝ wa-al-
I‘tiba≠r f| Dhikr al-Khit¸at¸ wa-al-A±tha≠r,8 which made me realize that both manuscripts
were written on the same kind of paper, a discovery which indicated to me
another possibility for the study of al-Maqr|z|’s autograph manuscripts.9
At this point, there remained no doubt that the Liège codex was to be identified
as an unpublished holograph in al-Maqr|z|’s handwriting, but I still had to establish
what kind of work this was. I turned back to my description of it, made some
years earlier, and improved it by adding every useful detail contained in the
manuscript. I carried out a thorough scrutiny of the contents and soon realized that
it was a notebook, and that these sheets of paper had been used by al-Maqr|z| to
record historical details, facts, and events that he was interested in for the composition
of his works. It is full of resumés, epitomes, extracts, excerpts, notes, cards, etc.,
5Mukhtas˝ar Kita≠b al-Ka≠mil f| al-D˛u‘afa≠’ wa-‘Ilal al-H˛ad|th li-Ibn ‘Ad|, ed. Ayman ibn ‘A±rif
al-Dimashq| (Cairo, 1415/1994).
6See my "Maqriziana II," where a complete list will be given.
7See R. P. A. Dozy, "Découverte de trois volumes du Mokaffá d’Al-Makrízí," in idem, Notices
sur quelques manuscrits arabes (Leiden, 1847–51), 8–16.
8Edited by Ayman Fu’a≠d Sayyid (London, 1995).
9On this point, see below, under the description of the manuscript.
the subjects of which vary as much as their number (history, numismatics, metrology,
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genealogy, medicine, exegesis, etc.). As far as I know, this is the first time that
such a notebook has been discovered,10 a unique document that opens myriad
research prospects in many fields. Of course, the most salient aspect is the working
method of al-Maqr|z|, since we can now study precisely how he conceived his
works, not only by looking at the various drafts he left us, but more precisely by
examining the way he summarized the works of his predecessors and how he
inserted the data later in his own writings. But it should also be considered a
manuscript of incomparable importance because it contains resumés of works
which were previously considered lost. The resumés prove that al-Maqr|z| had
access to such works as Ismaili texts, and in some cases the parts preserved in the
notebook are the sole remaining evidence of their existence. Moreover, comparison
of the material in al-Maqr|z|’s published writings, where passages have been
borrowed, with those in the notebook, will permit us to improve the readings in
the editions where they are found, even in the most recent ones. The present study
is thus only the first of a series in which the various aspects of the notebook will
be scrutinized.
HISTORY OF THE MANUSCRIPT
Prior to his death in 1913, Victor Chauvin, one of the leading Orientalists of the
nineteenth century11 and holder of the chair of Arabic studies at the University of
Liège, had decided to bequeath his entire library to his alma mater. This collection
contained several thousands of books dealing with Islamic studies in general, with
a particular interest in literature, printed between the seventeenth and the beginning
of the twentieth centuries, together with some Arabic manuscripts. The whole
library was received shortly after his death and it took years before the cataloging
was completed. As for the manuscripts, they were only inventoried in 1928, and it
was not until 1968 that they were brought to the knowledge of scholars.12 The
manuscript under discussion (2232) was catalogued at that time as "Arabic MS"
and dated approximately to the eighteenth century. This laconic description was in
fact based on the information provided by a small piece of paper which had been
10Manuscripts containing notes (ta‘l|qa≠t) have, of course, been discovered, but they are not
comparable to this kind of book.
11His masterwork remains the famous, but now unfortunately not often used, Bibliographie des
ouvrages arabes ou relatifs aux Arabes publiés dans l’Europe chrétienne de 1810 à 1888, 12 vols.
(Liège, 1892–1919).
12They were published in the general catalogue, mixed with the Occidental manuscripts. See J.
Hoyoux, Inventaire des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque de l'Université de Liège. Manuscrits acquis
de 1886 à 1960, 3 vols. (Liège, 1968–70).
glued by Chauvin himself on fol. A, where one can read: "450 Manuscrit arabe
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(ancien) du XVIIIe siècle, cart. (curieux), 5–," which means "450 Arabic manuscript
(old) from the eighteenth century, hardbound (odd), 5–." Undoubtedly this is the
kind of description often found in sale catalogues, where here 450 represents the
serial number and 5 the proposed price, the currency being probably the franc.
Upon receipt of his acquisition, Chauvin wrote on the same folio the following
note: "Victor Chauvin le 13 9bre 1904, 5ff 45;" in other words, the book was
bought on the 13th of November 1904 for the price of 5.45 francs (the sale price
plus the taxes, which amounted to 9%). Apparently, Chauvin did not attach any
importance to the manuscript.
It is not possible to trace back the whole history of the manuscript from the
death of al-Maqr|z| up to its acquisition by Chauvin. Nevertheless, some clues
permit us to imagine broadly how it travelled and through what hands. It has been
recently established that in the preserved autograph manuscripts of al-Muqaffá13
full biographies have been added by another, anonymous, hand on folios left
blank by al-Maqr|z|, this hand being attributed to Ibn H˛ajar al-‘Asqala≠n|.14 Ibn
H˛ajar is one of the few historians whose holograph manuscripts have been preserved,
and thus a comparison with them can easily be made, which confirms the attribution.
On the other hand, the greatest part of one of the Leiden copies (MS or. 14533)
served as the original for a copy made in the seventeenth century which is found
in Istanbul (Süleymaniye MS Pertev 496), but the copyist was not deceived and
identified Ibn H˛ajar’s hand, indicating in his copy that this particular biography
was Ibn H˛ajar's work.15 Coming back to the codex leodiensis, I observed a note on
fol. 155r in a hand difficult to read, which shows great similarity to that found in
the manuscripts of al-Muqaffá. Since it has been corroborated that these had been
in Ibn H˛ajar's possession, it would not therefore be surprising that most of al-
Maqr|z|’s books, his tarikah, passed to his contemporary after his death. I may
accordingly conclude that until 852/1449, the date of Ibn H˛ajar’s death, the
manuscript was still in Egypt. There is then a huge gap during which we do not
know who owned the manuscript.
On fol. 4r, in the upper margin, two notations of ownership are visible. The
first reads as follows:
±±∑∑ WMÝ w tMŽ dHž wMO(« vCðd bL× vUFð tK« v≈ dOIH« pK
13Leiden MSS or. 1366a, 1366b, 3075, 14533, and Paris MS arabe 2144.
14See. J. J. Witkam, "Les autographes d’al-Maqr|z|," in Le manuscrit arabe et la codicologie, ed.
Ahmed-Chouqui Binebine (Rabat, 1994), 95.
15 See ibid., 96.
This owner can be identified as Muh˝ammad ibn Muh˝ammad ibn Muh˝ammad ibn
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‘Abd al-Razza≠q Murtad˝á al-H˛usayn| al-Zab|d| (d. 1205/1790), the famous author
of the Ta≠j al-‘Aru≠s,16 which means that at that date (1177/1763–64) the manuscript
was still in Egypt. I had already noticed, when I was consulting catalogues for my
own cataloguing work, that his name appeared several times as an owner, a fact
indicating that he was a collector of rare books in his time.17 The notebook was
surely not the only autograph manuscript of al-Maqr|z| in his library, since, in a
reference to the T˛abar| family of Mecca in his Ta≠j al-‘Aru≠s (Benghazi, n. d.,
3:355), he cited al-Maqr|z| as follows: "kadha≠ dhakarahu al-Maqr|z| f| ba‘d˝
mu’allafa≠tihi." But the data supplied by al-Zab|d| about this important family of
the Holy City18 do not appear in any of al-Maqr|z|’s extant works. This raises a
problem: where did al-Zab|d| find these details? Two answers may be given:
either in an unknown work of al-Maqr|z|, a fact highly improbable as we are well
informed, by himself and by his biographers, of all the books he composed, or
maybe in another of his notebooks? Whatever the case, al-Zab|d| owned, or at
least had access to, this manuscript.
Al-Zab|d| died in 1790 and the second notation of ownership provides us with
a possible subsequent owner, either after his death or during his lifetime, which
would mean that al-Zab|d| must have sold or donated the manuscript. This
uncertainty is increased by the fact that no date has been appended to the name of
the new owner. The inscription, almost illegible today, reads:
t dHž ÊuJH« .dJ« b³Ž sÐ bL× tK« v≈ dOIH« WÐu½ w »U²J« «c¼ —U- tK bL(«
The nisbah of this person (al-Fakku≠n, read al-Faggu≠n) is mentioned in biographical
dictionaries as belonging to an important family of a‘ya≠n from Constantine, currently
16On him see Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur (Leiden, 1949), S2:620
and 696 (Brockelmann mistakenly mentioned him under two entries); ‘Umar Rid˝á Kah˝h˝a≠lah,
Mu‘jam al-Mu’allif|n (Beirut, n. d.), 12:12 (where the same confusion is evident).
17Here are some of the manuscripts where a possession notation in al-Zab|d|’s handwriting can be
found: al-Fa≠s|, "Dhayl al-Taqy|d (Cairo, Da≠r al-Kutub MS 198 mus˝t¸alah˝ al-h˝ad|th); Ibn H˛ajar
al-‘Asqala≠n|, "Taqr|b al-Tahdh|b" (Da≠r al-Kutub MS 533 ta≠r|kh); Ibn Ab| Shaybah, "Al-Mus˝annaf
f| al-H˛ad|th" (Tunis, Da≠r al-Kutub al-Wat¸an|yah MS 3483, vols. 1, 3–7). There is no doubt that
other manuscripts that had been part of al-Zab|d|’s library are to be found in other libraries.
18About them, see F. Bauden, "Les T˛abariyya: histoire d'une importante famille de la Mecque (fin
XIIe–fin XVe siècle)," in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras: Proceedings
of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd International Colloquium Organized at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
in May 1992, 1993 and 1994, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 73, ed. U. Vermeulen and D. De
Smet (Leuven, 1995), 253–66 + 5 pl.
19On them, see H. Touati, Entre Dieu et les hommes: Lettrés, saints et sorciers au Maghreb (17e
situated in Algeria: the Banu≠ Lafgu≠n.19 One of its most important representatives
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was ‘Abd al-Kar|m ibn Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Kar|m al-Faggu≠n (d. 1073/1663),
who had been appointed to the coveted post of chief of the caravan of Maliki
pilgrims to Mecca, a position which would be transmitted within the family for
some time. Al-Zirikl|20 speaks about him and specifies that he had a son named
Muh˝ammad. At first, it is tempting to identify him with the Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd
al-Kar|m who put his owner’s mark in the notebook, but according to the sources
he died in 1114/1702.21 This would mean that he owned the manuscript prior to
al-Zab|d|, and that the notebook made a journey between Cairo, Constantine, and
then Cairo again, which is highly improbable, even if we consider that manuscripts
have always travelled widely in the Muslim world. I prefer to believe that this
person is another member of the family who died after al-Zab|d|. My hypothesis
is supported by the fact that one of the manuscripts owned by al-Zab|d|, besides
the Liège manuscript, also bears the ownership mark of Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd
al-Kar|m al-Faggu≠n.22 This clue is insufficient in itself to prove my conviction
unconditionally. What seems to me an unassailable argument lies in the Paris MS
arabe 1535, a copy of Ibn Khaldu≠n’s Al-‘Ibar (vol. 7). This copy was completed
by ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n ibn Badr al-D|n ibn Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Kar|m al-Faggu≠n
on 3 Dhu≠ al-H˛ijjah 1179/13 May 1766 (fol. 160r). The name of the copyist is not
important, except that he was from the same family, but the fact that on fol. 1r
there is an ownership notation of Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Kar|m al-Faggu≠n is
decisive. Fortunately, the date of the copy (1766) allows us to fix a terminus post
quem for this owner’s mark and to establish that this person lived after that date,
thus confirming that the manuscript was first in the possession of al-Zab|d| before
it went to Constantine. The circumstances in which it passed from al-Zab|d| to
this member of the Banu≠ Lafgu≠n are not clear, although we have seen that the
Banu≠ Lafgu≠n were in charge of the pilgrimage caravan to Mecca each year.
During his stay in Egypt, al-Faggu≠n could have bought al-Maqr|z|’s notebook, as
well as the Tunis manuscript, directly from al-Zab|d|, or from an heir after his
death, unless he received them as a gift. In any event, the manuscript was in
Algeria at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Constantine was conquered by
the French in 1837, and the Paris manuscript of al-‘Ibar entered the collection of
siècle) (Paris, 1994), chapter 3, 71–110. I wish to express my gratitude to the author for providing
me with this reference during one of our many stimulating conversations during a stay in Cairo in
April 2000. The Library of the University of Liège holds a manuscript entitled "Rasm Taqtad˝|
Ithba≠t Nasab al-Sayyid Ab| Muh˝ammad ‘Abd al-Kar|m al-Faggu≠n" (MS 5439, fols. 43v–55r).
20Khayr al-D|n al-Zirikl|, Al-A‘la≠m (Beirut, 1989), 4:56.
21See Touati, Entre Dieu, 72.
22The manuscript of Ibn Ab| Shaybah's "Al-Mus˝annaf f| al-H˛ad|th" already mentioned (see above).
See Ibra≠h|m Shabbu≠h˝, Al-Makht¸u≠t¸ (Tunis, 1989), 14–15.
the then Bibliothèque Royale in 1838, through J. J. Caussin de Perceval. Did the
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Liège codex follow the same path? In 1904, Chauvin bought it from a sale catalogue
written in French. I will refrain from jumping to conclusions about this last part of
the history of the manuscript, but this element is disturbing.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT
The manuscript is composed of 209 folios, plus one fol. A at the beginning and
one fol. B at the end. It was foliated at the time it was catalogued, but 4 folios
were overlooked and have been numbered by me, with the number of the preceding
folio accompanied by the word bis (47bis, 82bis, 124bis, 195bis). When I discovered
the manuscript, it was in a terrible mess, as several folios, which were now loose
leaves, and even a quire, had gotten out of order over time. Careful study allowed
me to reorder the notebook completely, which gives the following rearrangement:
fols. 4–86, 122, 121, 97–120, 205, 2, 196–204, 123, 87–96, 124–126, 3, 127–195bis,
1. The average size of a folio is 137 by 185 mm. Al-Maqr|z| used two colors of
ink: black for the text and red for some titles and words within the texts. For some
resumés, he also took the time to write the catchword in the lesser margin of the
verso of the folios, and one notices particularly the marginal headlines that appear
in one of the resumés. The manuscript has been trimmed, probably after al-Maqr|z|’s
death: the note inscribed by Ibn H˛ajar on fol. 155r has lost part of its text. This is
confirmed by the fact that the autograph volumes of Al-Muqaffá were described
by a reader during the last year of al-Maqr|z|’s life (844/1440) as a ream (rizmah).23
There is no reason to believe that the notebook was worth a binding if one of his
personal works was not. The binding which was provided for the notebook was
produced in the east, but is of the kind called Occidental, which means without
the traditional flap. The boards are decorated with marbled paper, while the spine
is covered with brown leather.
The paper is of two different kinds. The first one is a good quality paper, of
the Oriental type, glossy and creamy. The other is thicker and darker, and its
surface is slightly rough. The most interesting feature is that the paper (of both
types) had already been used: this can be deduced from inscriptions written in
larger characters throughout the pages. I was able to identify them as being
Mamluk chancery documents which had been cut into pieces by paper merchants,
who sold them in the form of quires. These quires were in fact composed of scrap
paper. I managed to reconstruct from the Liège manuscript five of these chancery
23See Witkam, "Les autographes d’al-Maqr|z|," 93–94.
24See the preliminary report on this aspect of my research on the notebook entitled "The Recovery
of Mamlu≠k Chancery Documents in an Unsuspected Place," in The Mamluks in Egyptian and
Syrian Politics and Society, ed. A. Levanoni and M. Winter (Leiden, in press). This is the prelude
documents and could date them precisely and link them to a particular event.24
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Other samples had already been mentioned in the other autograph manuscripts of
al-Maqr|z|,25 but they had always been described merely as pieces of reused paper
and were never paid close attention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENT
The following description is divided into two sections: the first, which appears
here, studies the epitomes, while the second, which will appear in a subsequent
issue of this journal, will present the scattered notes. As I have tried to demonstrate
elsewhere,26 the notebook was composed progressively, year by year. At first,
al-Maqr|z| wrote resumés for which he sometimes used several quires, sometimes
not even one. The quires were put together at a time which cannot be fixed
precisely, and the spaces that al-Maqr|z| had left blank were filled with notes.
This did not necessarily take place after the quires were gathered, but probably
both before and after. For this reason, the manuscript gives an impression of
chaos at first glance, but this is not the case. In order to make the arrangement
understandable, I have decided to follow the aforementioned division. In both
sections, I have followed the physical order in which the resumés and the notes
respectively appear. A serial number has been attributed to each item, running
from I to XXII for the epitomes, and from XXIII to LXXI for the notes.
A. THE EPITOMES 2 7
I. (quires I–III, fols. 4r–31v28)
Title on fol. 4r, line 2: [Mukhta≠r/Intiqa≠’ min] Kita≠b ‘Uyu≠n al-Anba≠’ f| T˛abaqa≠t
al-At¸ibba≠’/Ah˝mad ibn Ab| al-Qa≠sim ibn Khal|fah al-Khazraj| al-Mutat¸abbib.
WHOKš sÐ rÝUI« wÐ√ sÐ bLŠ√ lLł ¨¡U³Þ_«   UI³Þ w ¡U³½_« ÊuOŽ »U²9 ›s ¡UI²½«‹—U²<¤
to my forthcoming study which will be entitled Maqriziana III: Scraps of Paper to the Rescue of
History: The Reconstruction of Mamlu≠k Chancery Documents from the Reign of Sultan ‘Ima≠d
al-D|n Isma≠‘|l (743/1342–746/1345).
25See the list of the manuscripts in Bauden, "The Recovery."
26See my "Maqriziana IV: Le carnet de notes d’al-Maqr|z|: l’apport de la codicologie à une
meilleure compréhension de sa constitution," to appear in the proceedings of the Third International
Conference on the Palaeography and Codicology of Islamic Manuscripts, which was held in
Bologna in October 2000 (St. Petersburg, in press).
27I follow the form of the title and the name of the author given by al-Maqr|z| in the first part of
each number. Proper identification is provided in the commentary. For reasons of space,
bibliographical references for the identification of the authors have been restricted to the minimum.
Full references will be found in the critical edition of the text, which is in preparation.
28On fol. 28, a narrow strip of paper has been cut vertically prior to the scribbling.
ÆV³D²*« wł—e)«
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Incipit (fol. 4r, lines 1–3):
tÐU×-√Ë t¬Ë bL× UMO³½ vKŽ töÝË tðuK-Ë ÁbŠË tK bL(«
rÝUI« wÐ√ sÐ bLŠ√ lLł ¡U³Þ_«  UI³Þ w ¡U³½_« ÊuOŽ »U²9 s t²OI²½« Âö9Ë tðd²š« ¡wý «c¼
ÆtK« tLŠ— V³D²*« wł—e)« WHOKš sÐ
©±∂ dDÝ ¨¥ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ›ÆÆÆ¤ tŁb×Ð ÂuPË tbIÐ ÊuuI¹ ÂuI 5LP VD« WŽUM- œułË
Fol. 6v ©±µ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ”uO³MKIÝ√
Fol. 8v ©≤≥ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® sÞö√
Fol. 9r ©≤¥ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ◊«dIÐ√
Fol. 12v ≥µ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ”b¹—uIÝU¹œ
©≥∂ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® fOKPbMÐ
Fol. 13r ©≥∑ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ”—uG¦O
Fol. 16r ©¥≥ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ◊«dIÝ
Fol. 20r ©¥π ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ÊuÞö√
Fol. 22v ©µ¥ ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® fOUÞuDÝ—√
Fol. 26v ©∑± ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® ”uMOUł
Fol. 29r ©≥∞π ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® Í“«d« dJÐ uÐ√ ¡U¹d9“ sÐ bL×
Fol. 30r ©≥≤± ’ ¨± ÊuOŽ® wIDM*« w½U²−« Â«dNÐ sÐ d¼UÞ sÐ bL× sLOKÝ uÐ√
©≤≥ ’ ¨≤ ÊuOŽ® Í“«d« s¹b« d< 5(« sÐ dLŽ sÐ bL×
Explicit (fol. 31v, line 12):
ou*« tK«Ë ¡U³Þ_« a¹—Qð s »uKD*« ÷dG« vN²½«
Commentary:
The source is Muwaffaq al-D|n Abu≠ al-‘Abba≠s Ah˝mad ibn al-Qa≠sim ibn Khal|fah
ibn Yu≠nus al-Sa‘d| al-Khazraj| Ibn Ab| Us˝aybi‘ah (d. 668/1270), Kita≠b ‘Uyu≠n
al-Anba≠’ f| T˛abaqa≠t al-At¸ibba≠’. We refer to the edition prepared by August Müller
(Königsberg, 1884; reprint Farnborough, 1972). The work is quoted once in the
Khit¸at¸ (1:229),29 where it appears to be a citation regarding Pythagoras, which
29References are to the Bu≠la≠q edition. It is not mentioned in A. R. Guest, "A List of Writers,
Books, and other Authorities mentioned by El Maqr|zi in his Khit¸at¸," Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies (1902): 103–25, but it is in A. ‘Abd al-Maj|d Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸
Mis˝r (Cairo, 1983), 2:91.
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means that it is part of the epitome under discussion. It is highly probable that
more passages have been used by al-Maqr|z| in the Khit¸at¸, but this remains to be
investigated.
II. (quires IV–VIII, fols. 37v–81v30)
Title on fol. 37v, lines 7–8: Talkh|s˝ Kita≠b Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r wa-Akhba≠riha≠/‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n
ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam.
 ÆrJ(« b³Ž sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ sLŠd« b³Ž nOQð s U¼—U³š√Ë dB Õu² »U²9 hO<Kð
Incipit (fol. 37v, lines 1–11):
pMŽ rNH« wMP“—«Ë ULNË ·—UF p²LŠdÐ wMDŽ√Ë ULKŽ w½œ“ »— rOŠd« sLŠd« tK« rÐ
sLŠd« b³Ž nOQð s U¼—U³š√Ë dB Õu² »U²9 hO<Kð b-UP w½S bFÐË ›ÆÆÆ¤ pO« ¡UG-ô«Ë
UNO≈ WłU(« uŽbð w²« —U³š_« s Á«uŠ U œdÝ w œUN²łô« l tK« tLŠ— rJ(« b³Ž sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ
w bO½UÝ_« d9c9Ë  dŁœ w²« błU*«Ë —Ëb« d9– u×M9 p– s Êü« tO≈ ÃU²×¹ ô U „dðË
Ætd9Ë tM0 p– dOOð ‰QÝ√ tK«Ë «c¼ t³ýË W¹u³M« dOž —U³š_«
First quotation (fol. 37v, lines 12–13):
›ÆÆÆ¤ tÝ√dÐ dOD« …—u- vKŽ —u- fLš vKŽ UO½b« XIKš ‰UP ’UF« sÐ dLŽ sÐ tK« b³Ž sŽ
©± ’ ¨Õu²®
List of the chapters (dhikr):
Fol. 37v ©≤ ’ ¨Õu²® j³IUÐ rKÝË tOKŽ tK« vK- tK« ‰uÝ— WO-Ë d9–
Fol. 40r ©∑ ’ ¨Õu²® UNÐ U¼UMJÝË dB0 j³I« ‰Ëe½ V³Ý d9–
Fol. 42v ©±¥ ’ ¨Õu²® ÂuOH« ◊U³M²Ý« d9–
Fol. 47bis v ©≤∑ ’ ¨Õu²® wÐ«d³« qLŽ
Fol. 49r ©≥± ’ ¨Õu²® dB½ X<Ð ‰ušœ d9–
Fol. 52r ©≥∑ ’ ¨Õu²® W¹—bMJÝù« ¡UMÐ d9–
Fol. 57r ©¥µ ’ ¨Õu²® fPuI*« v≈ rKÝË tOKŽ tK« vK- tK« ‰uÝ— »U²9 d9–
Fol. 59r ©µ≥ ’ ¨Õu²® dB ’UF« sÐ ËdLŽ ‰ušœ V³Ý d9–
Fol. 60v ©µµ ’ ¨Õu²® dB `² d9–
Fol. 71v ©∏¥ ’ ¨Õu²® `KBÐ X×² dB Ê≈ ‰UP s d9–
30On fol. 55r, al-Maqr|z| wrote only 3 lines of text, leaving the rest and the verso blank. He
repeated this on fol. 56, where he wrote only 9 lines on the recto and the verso was left blank.
Later on, he used these spaces to write down notes quoted from other sources. For their description,
see numbers XXXI–XXXIV.
Fol. 73r ©∏∏ ’ ¨Õu²® …uMŽ dB X×² ‰UP s d9–
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Fol. 74r ©±∂π ’ Õu²® ÂuOH« `² d9–
Fol. 74v ©π± ’ ¨Õu²® jD)« »U²9
Fol. 78r ©±µ∂ ’ ¨Õu²® rDI*« d9–
Fol. 79v ©±≥π ’ ¨Õu²® n¹d« v≈ ÃËd)UÐ ”UM« ËdLŽ d√ d9–
Fol. 81r ©±¥π ’ ¨Õu²® qOM« d9–
Explicit (fol. 81v, line 21):
dDÝ ¨±µ∞ ’ ¨Õu²® tK« b³Ž s UNO «–S WPUD³« `² ËdLŽ vKŽ »U²J« ÂbP ULK ›ÆÆÆ¤
©±∏ [ends abruptly]
Commentary:
The source is Abu≠ al-Qa≠sim ‘Abd al-Rah˝ma≠n ibn ‘Abd Alla≠h Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam
(d. 257/871), Kita≠b Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r wa-Akhba≠riha≠.
We rely on the edition published by Charles C. Torrey under the title The History
of the Conquest of Egypt, North Africa and Spain known as the Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r of Ibn
‘Abd al-H˛akam, Edited from the Manuscripts in London, Paris and Leyden (New
Haven, 1922; Leiden, 1920). It was already well known that this source was used
extensively by al-Maqr|z| for the Khit¸at¸, where the name of the author as well as
the title of the book is mentioned several times.31 Indeed, the major part of this
epitome is found in the Khit¸at ¸verbatim, without modifications in the wording.
Comparison with the original source shows, however, some discrepancies,
sometimes indicated by Torrey in his apparatus criticus, sometimes not.32 The
resumé ends, as it seems, abruptly within the story of the virgin who was sacrificed
by the Copts in the Nile to induce its flood. This impression is strengthened by the
fact that another hand added at a later date the word kharm (lacuna) in the lower
margin. Another feature supports this idea: a clear examination of the resumé
indicates that al-Maqr|z| wrote the catchword in the lesser margin of the verso of
each folio, a custom which is generally observed in Islamic codicology, but this is
not the case with the last folio of the resumé. Moreover, the last part of the resumé
has been written on the fourth bi-folio of the quire, which means that, in this case,
three folios remained blank at the end of the quire. These blank folios were filled
with various notes at a later stage.33 All this leads us to believe that al-Maqr|z|
31See Guest, "A List of Writers," 111; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:82, 92.
32A detailed study of this epitome with the quotations found in the Khit¸at ¸ is in preparation and
will be published under the title "Maqriziana V: Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam and al-Maqr|z|."
33See nos. XXXV–XXXVII, XXXIX–XL.
really ended his epitome of the Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r at this point, perhaps because the last
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story had already been quoted previously,34 though the source differs.35 Nevertheless,
one fact contradicts this impression : the whole story of the sacrifice of the virgin
is to be read in the Khit¸at ¸ (1:58)! At this point, several hypotheses may be
conjectured: (a) the manuscript of the Futu≠h˝ used by al-Maqr|z| ended abruptly at
the point where he ended the resumé; (b) like (a), but he found a more complete
copy later; (c) al-Maqr|z| decided to terminate the resumé at this point because
nothing more interested him in the last parts of the book. The present state of my
research makes me think that a complete version of the epitome did not exist, thus
favoring the third hypothesis.
III. (quire X, fols. 121r–121v, 97r–98v)
No title. Fourteen fas˝ls dealing with various subjects of the Egyptian economy.
List of the fas˝ls:
Fol. 121r ©∂¥ ’ ¨5½«uP® ›ÆÆÆ¤ ÊUHŽ sÐ ÊUL¦F V²J¹ rJ(« sÐ Ê«Ëd ÊU9 ∫qB ©±
Fol. 121r ©≥±∏ ’ ¨5½«uP® w«u'« s dB0 cšR¹ ÊU9 Íc« qB ©≤
Fol. 121r ©≥≤∑ ’ ¨5½«uP® w½UDK« d−²LK tz«dAÐ …œUF«  dł Íc« qB ©≥
Fol. 121r ©≥≤∏ ’ ¨5½«uP® VA« qB ©¥
Fols. 121r–121v ©≥≥¥ ’ ¨5½«uP® ÊËdDM« qB ©µ
Fol. 121v ©≥≥± ’ ¨5½«uP® W¹—bMJÝô«Ë …d¼UIUÐ »dC« —«œ qB ©∂
Fol. 121v ©≥≥≥ ’ ¨5½«uP® —UOF« —«œ qB ©∑
Fol. 97r ©≥≥∂ ’ ¨5½«uP® ›ÆÆÆ¤ wÐdG«Ë wPdA« s¹d³UÐ wýuO'« f³(« dB0 ÊU9 ∫qB ©∏
Fol. 97r ©≥≥π ’ ¨5½«uP® ‰uDÝ_« qB ©π
Fol. 97v ©≥¥≤ ’ ¨5½«uP® —u'« —dI qB ©±∞
Fol. 97v ©≥¥¥ ’ ¨5½«uP® W¹dB*« —U¹bUÐ ÊU³ð_« nþu qB ©±±
Fols. 97v–98r ©≥¥¥ ’ ¨5½«uP® W¹dB*« —U¹b« s wK³I« tłuUÐ Ã«d)« qB ©±≤
Fol. 98r ©≥¥∑ ’ ¨5½«uP® ÿdI« qB ©±≥
Fol. 98r ©≤µ∏ ’ ¨5½«uP® ›ÆÆÆ¤ `LI« Ê«bH« Ã«dš WFODP X½U9 ∫qB ©±¥
Commentary:
34See no. XXVI.
35I still must establish whether or not there are quotations of Ibn ‘Abd al-H˛akam’s Futu≠h˝ Mis˝r in
the Khit¸at ¸that correspond to the last parts of the book which are missing in al-Maqr|z|’s resumé.
This matter will be dealt with in "Maqriziana V."
Most of this resumé was used by al-Maqr|z| in one place (Khit¸at ¸ 1:109–11)
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without indicating the source. I was able to identify the source as Abu≠ al-Maka≠rim
al-As‘ad ibn Muhadhdhab al-Khat¸|r Ibn Mamma≠t| (d. 606/1209), Qawa≠n|n al-
Dawa≠w|n. References are made to the edition of ‘Az|z Surya≠l ‘At¸|yah (Cairo,
1943). This work is cited twice in the Khit¸at,¸ but only for other passages.36 These
fas˝ls, like the entire notebook, were transcribed on the spot, while al-Maqr|z| read
the source, and the fact that most of them appear at almost the same place in the
Khit¸at ¸indicates that al-Maqr|z| was at a preliminary stage of writing.
IV. (quire X, fols. 98v–100r)
No title. Eight fas˝ls concerning the geographical location of Egypt and its wonders,
the marvels of the cities of Manf [Memphis] and al-Farama≠ [Pelusium], the khara≠j
and the Nile.
List of the fas˝ls and incipit:
Fol. 98v
‰Ë_« rOKPù« dŠ s XLKÝ lÐ«d«Ë YU¦« rOKPù« w w¼Ë UO½b« WDÝu² tK« UNKFł dB ∫qB ©±
›ÆÆÆ¤ lÐU«Ë ”œU« rOKPù« œdÐ sË w½U¦«Ë
Fols. 98v–99r
WOMÐ_«Ë d³« Ÿ«u½√ s VzU−ŽË nz«dÞ UNOË ô≈ …—u9 UNO fO …—u9 Êu½ULŁ dB ∫qB ©≤
›ÆÆÆ¤ WN9UH«Ë »«dA«Ë ÂUFD«Ë
Fol. 99r
›ÆÆÆ¤ vB% ô U¼“uM9Ë szUb«Ë —UŁü«Ë WOMÐ_« UNÐ VzU−F«  «– nM WM¹b ∫qB ©≥
Fol. 99r
tOKŽ VKG d³« w ’d³P …d¹eł v≈ o¹dÞ UNM ÊU9 «—UŁ¬ ÂbP√Ë VzU−Ž d¦9√ w¼ UdH« ∫qB ©¥
›ÆÆÆ¤ d×³«
Fols. 99r–100r
»UD)« sÐ dLŽ tO« V²J —UM¹œ n√ ·ô¬ …dAŽ ’UF« sÐ ËdLŽ U¼U³ł ∫dB Ã«dš w qB ©µ
›ÆÆÆ¤
Fols. 100r–100v
›ÆÆÆ¤ —UN½√ …dAŽ UNM Íd& 5Ž s ¡«u²Ýô« jš ¡«—Ë dLI« q³ł s tŁUF³½« ∫qOM« qB ©∂
Fol. 100v
›ÆÆÆ¤ …bŠ«Ë WKO …dO ULNMOÐ ełU(«Ë 5B« d×ÐË ÂËd« d×Ð 5Ð «ełUŠ dB tK« qFłË ∫qB ©∑
36Not mentioned in Guest, "A List of Writers," but mentioned in Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:93.
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Fols. 100v–101r
v≈ qI½ U2 W¹bOFB« WGKUÐ wD³P »U²9 w błË tð—u- U q{UH« w{UI« jš s qI½ ∫qB ©∏
›ÆÆÆ¤ dB ÊuŽdH Ãd<²¹ ÊU9 U mK³ Ê√ WOÐdF« WGK«
Commentary:
All these fas˝ls, except no. 3, appear extensively in Khit¸at ¸as follows: 1 and 2 in
Khit¸at ¸1:26, in this order; 4 in Khit¸at ¸1:211, in this order too; 5 in Khit¸at ¸1:98; 6 in
Khit¸at ¸1:53; 7 in Khit¸at ¸1:212; and finally 8 in Khit¸at ¸1:75. For no. 3, cf. Khit¸at¸
1:134 sqq. In the notebook, it is possible to imagine that he wrote them at one
sitting, as if they came from the same source. However, sometimes in the Khit¸at,¸
he identified, carelessly as usual, the original sources. It turns out that numbers 4
and 7 were taken from a work by Ibn al-Kind|,37 and it may be presumed that
number 3 came from the same source.38 Although six fas˝ls have the same origin, it
would be untenable to attribute the two remaining to the same source and would
constitute an anachronism, as number 8 is quoted from a work by al-Qa≠d˝| al-Fa≠d˝il
(d. 596/1200, on him see number XXVIII), the Ta‘l|q al-Mutajaddida≠t, also titled
as such with some variations by al-Maqr|z|.39 But in the Khit¸at,¸ the work is
attributed to al-H˛asan ibn ‘Al| al-Asad|!40 Finally, for number 6, al-Maqr|z| indicates
that it is to be found in Quda≠mah ibn Ja‘far’s Kita≠b al-Khara≠j,41 but it is not to be
37‘Umar ibn Ab| ‘Umar Muh˝ammad ibn Yu≠suf Ibn al-Kind| (date of death unknown), the son of
al-Kind| (d. after 350/961). He is the author of a Fad˝a≠’il Mis˝r, published by Oestrup under the
title Beskrivelse af Ägypten (Copenhagen, 1896). G. Wiet, in his edition of the Khit¸at ¸(4:29–30),
quoted the book and insisted that he found what corresponds to our fas˝l 4 in the notebook in
Oestrup’s edition (on pp. 232–33). The Fad˝a≠’il Mis˝r is cited on several occasions by al-Maqr|z|.
See Guest, "A List of Writers," 114; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:92.
38Indeed, we find texts 3 and 4, with the same wording, in Ya≠qu≠t, Mu‘jam al-Bulda≠n (Beirut,
1968), 4:256 (s.v. al-Farama≠) and vol. 5:214 (s.v. Manf). Ya≠qu≠t could not be al-Maqr|z|’s source
for these passages, because al-Maqr|z| is more complete in his quotations than Ya≠qu≠t. It thus
seems that Ya≠qu≠t took these data from Ibn al-Kind|’s text as well. After having consulted recently
a newer edition of the Fad˝a≠’il Mis˝r (ed. Ibra≠h|m Ah˝mad al-‘Adaw| and ‘Al| Muh˝ammad ‘Umar,
Cairo-Beirut, 1971), I have been able to identify clearly numbers 1–5 and 7 as coming directly
from this source (respectively on pp. 45, 47, 51, 52, 54, 67 and in this same order).
39Al-Mutajaddida≠t, Mutajaddida≠t al-H˛awa≠dith, al-Muya≠wama≠t. See Guest, "A List of Writers,"
110; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:121.
40This source is mentioned neither by Guest, "A List of Writers," nor by Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸
Mis˝r.
41Abu≠ al-Faraj Quda≠mah ibn Ja‘far ibn Quda≠mah al-Baghda≠d| (d. 320/932), Kita≠b al-Khara≠j
wa-S˛ina≠‘at al-Kita≠bah, ed. Muh˝ammad H˛usayn al-Zab|d| (Baghdad, 1981), 151. This source is
quoted twice by al-Maqr|z| in the Khit¸at.¸ See Guest, "A List of Writers," 117; Har|d|, Fihrist
Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:82.
found there word for word. A careful examination of the text appearing in the
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Khit¸at ¸ demonstrates that it comes from an indirect source that is probably al-
Nuwayr|'s (d. 733/1333) Niha≠yat al-Arab,42 1:262–64. However, the text present
in the resumé, although containing the same data and almost the same phrasing,
contains some discrepancies from the final version found in the Khit¸at.¸ This could
mean that the source was not al-Nuwayr|, even if ultimately it is from this source
that al-Maqr|z| made the citation.43 I cannot help but think that this section was
written at a preliminary stage in the redaction of the Khit¸at¸, and the order of the
fas˝ls has changed in the final version.
V. (quires XI–XIII, IX, fols. 101v–120v, 205, 2,44 196r–204v, 87r–96v45)
Title on fol. 101v, lines 3–5: Fawa≠’id [Multaqat¸ah46] min Kita≠b al-Wa≠f| bi-al-
Wafaya≠t/S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n Khal|l ibn Aybak al-S˛afad|.
ÍbHB« p³¹√ sÐ qOKš s¹b« Õö- WöF« nOQð ¨ UOuUÐ w«u« »U²9 s ›WDI²K¤ bz«u
Incipit (fol. 101v, lines 1–5):
vKŽ tK« vK-Ë rF½√Ë ÊUŠù« s vË√ U vKŽ tK bL(« ÆULKŽ w½œ“ »— ¨rOŠd« sLŠd« tK« rÐ
ÆrKÝË t¬Ë bL× UMO³½
p³¹√ sÐ qOKš s¹b« Õö- WöF« nOQð  UOuUÐ w«u« »U²9 s UN²DI²« bz«u ÁcN bFÐË
›ÆÆÆ¤ —«dÐ_« …uHB« l ÁdAŠË —UM« sŽ tNłË tK« ·d- ÍbHB«
List of the fas˝ls and the biographies:
Fols. 101v–102v
¨± w«u«® öO Èd¹ U/≈ ‰öN« Ê_ ÂU¹_« ÊËœ wUOKUÐ Êuš—R¹Ë Xš—ËË Xš—√ »dF« ‰uIð ∫qB
©±∂ ’
42Cairo, 1923.
43The same passage found in al-Nuwayr| and the Khit¸at ¸appears in al-Suyu≠t¸|’s H˛usn al-Muh˝a≠d˝arah,
ed. Muh˝ammad Abu≠ al-Fad˝l Ibra≠h|m (Cairo, 1968), 2:347–49, 355–56, where al-Suyu≠t¸| declares
that the passages were taken from the Maba≠hij al-Fikar by Jama≠l al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn Yah˝yá
al-Wat¸wa≠t¸ al-Kutub| (d. 718/1318). See the facsimile of MS Fa≠tih˝ 4116 published by F. Sezgin
under the title Encyclopædia of Four Natural Sciences, 2 vols. (Frankfurt, 1990). It is highly
probable that the Maba≠hij al-Fikar was indeed the source used by al-Maqr|z| for the resumé (see
no. LXX).
44A large vertical strip of paper was removed from fol. 2, prior to al-Maqr|z|'s scribbling.
45This quire was placed between quires VIII and X; it was bound there and cannot be moved
physically, until the manuscript has been restored. It is clear, however, that its orginal position
was after quire XIII, which ends with biographies of those whose ism is Ah˝mad. This quire begins
with biographies of those whose ism is Isma≠‘|l.
46Al-Maqr|z| speaks in the first person: fawa≠’id iltaqat¸tuha≠.
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Fols. 102v–103r
5IÐ Ê√ l² s¹dAF« bFÐ sË XCË XKš …dAF« ‚u U*Ë ÊuKš UN½Ëœ UË …dAFK ‰uIð qB
©≤∞ ’ ¨± w«u« ® pA« kHKÐ
Fols. 103r–104r
VŠUB« sÐ tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« ÃUð VŠUB« ÍdB*« rOKÝ sÐ bL× sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL× sÐ bL× ©±
©≤±∑ ’ Ë ±¥∂‹± w«u« ¨∑∞∑  ® UMŠ sÐ s¹b« ¡UNÐ d¹“u« sÐ s¹b« d<
Fols. 104r–104v
w½u²« ÍdHF'« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« s9— w½u²« nÝu¹ sÐ sLŠd« b³Ž sÐ bL× sÐ bL× ©≤
©≤≥∏ ’ ¨±µπ‹± w«u« ¨∑≥∏  ® lÐuI« ÊUÐ ·ËdF*«
Fols. 104v–105v
 ® wFÐd« ÍdLFO« `²H« uÐ√ s¹b« `² ”UM« bOÝ sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ bL× sÐ bL× sÐ bL× ©≥
©≤∏π ’ ¨±π∏‹≤ w«u« ¨∑≥¥
Fols. 105v–106v
sÐ d¼UÞ sÐ vO×¹ sÐ wKŽ sÐ `U- sÐ s(« wÐ√ sÐ s(« sÐ bL× sÐ bL× sÐ bL× ©¥
wFUA« wP«c(« bu*« ÍdB*« q-_« wP—UH« WðU³½ sÐ rOŠd« b³Ž vO×¹ wÐ√ VOD)« sÐ bL×
©≥±± ’ ¨±ππ‹± w«u« ¨∑∂∏  ® rþUM« V¹œ_« dJÐ uÐ√ s¹b« ‰ULł
Fols. 106v–107r
b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« —bÐ d<- sÐ Â“UŠ sÐ WŽULł sÐ wKŽ sÐ WŽULł sÐ tK« bFÝ sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ sÐ bL× ©µ
©±∏ ’ ¨≤∂∏‹≤ w«u« ¨∑≥≥  ® ÍuL(« w½UMJ« tK«
Fols. 107r–107v
Í—U−M« w½UH9_« sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« Í—UB½_« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« fLý bŽUÝ sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ sÐ bL× ©∂
©≤µ ’ ¨≤∑µ‹≤ w«u« ¨∑¥π  ® —«b« ÍdB*« q-_«Ë bu*«
Fols. 107v–108v
¨µ≤≥‹≤ w«u« ¨∑¥∏  ® w³¼c« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« fLý “U1UP sÐ sL¦Ž sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ bL× ©∑
©±∂≥ ’
Fols. 108v–109r
tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« wIð tK« dB½ sÐ vÝu sÐ vOŽ sÐ vÝu sÐ s¹“— sÐ 5(« sÐ bL× ©∏
©±∏ ’ ¨∏∑π‹≥ w«u« ¨∂∏∞  ® ÍdUF« ÍuL(«
Fol. 109r
©µ± ’ ¨πµ±‹≥ w«u« ¨∑±∞  ® s¹b« fLý wK-u*« wŽ«e)« nÝu¹ sÐ ‰UO½«œ sÐ bL× ©π
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Fols. 109r–109v
·dý włUNMB« ‰ö sÐ ÃUNM- sÐ w½UOŠ sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ s× sÐ œULŠ sÐ bOFÝ sÐ bL× ©±∞
©±∞µ ’ ¨±∞¥µ‹≥ w«u« ¨∂π∑≠∂π∂  ® tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b«
Fol. 109v
©±± s¹b« b¹bÝ w{UI« sÐ ¡UI³« uÐ√ s¹b« ¡UNÐ ÂU9 sÐ wKŽ sÐ vO×¹ sÐ d³« b³Ž sÐ bL×
©≤±∞ ’ ¨±±ππ‹≥ w«u« ¨ø  ® wFUA« Í—UB½_« wJ³«
Fols. 110r–110v
¨±≤µµ‹≥ w«u« ¨∑≥π  ® wM¹ËeI« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« ‰öł dLŽ sÐ sLŠd« b³Ž sÐ bL× ©±≤
©≤¥≤ ’
Fol. 110v
©≤¥π ’ ¨±≤∂π‹≥ w«u« ¨∑≤¥  ® wł—e)« wIÐdłU³« dLŽ sÐ rOŠd« b³Ž sÐ bL× ©±≥
Fol. 111r
ÍdB*« Í—bMJÝù« ÍË«dHB« s¹b« ·dý Â—UJ*« uÐ√ wKŽ sÐ s(« sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ bL× ©±¥
©≥µ≤ ’ ¨±¥≥≥‹≥ w«u« ¨∂≥π  ® WËb« 5Ž sÐUÐ ·ËdF*« wFUA«
Fols. 111r–111v
w«c'« s¹b« wO× sÐ« s¹b« `² d¼UE« b³Ž sÐ Ê«uA½ sÐ d¼UE« b³Ž sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ bL× ©±µ
©≥∂∂ ¨’ ¨±¥¥≥‹≥ w«u« ¨∂π±  ® ÍdB*«
Fols. 111v–112r
©≥∑≤ ’ ¨±¥¥π‹≥ w«u« ¨∑≥∑  ® Íbýd*UÐ dONA« rO¼dÐ≈ sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ bL× ©±∂
Fols. 112r–113r
w«u« ¨∂π≥  ® ”uFK« sÐ« wšuM²« s¹b« fLý ¡Ułd« wÐ√ sÐ sL¦Ž sÐ bL× ©±∑
©∏∂ ’ ¨±µµµ‹¥
Fol. 113r
Íd¹d(« sÐ« wHM(« Í—UB½_« s¹b« wH- sÐ s¹b« fLý s(« wÐ√ sÐ sL¦Ž sÐ bL× ©±∏
©π∞ ’ ¨±µµπ‹¥ w«u« ¨∑≤∏  ® wIAb«
Fols. 113r–114r
wÐdF« sÐ« wb½_« w9U(« wzUD« s¹b« wO× tK« b³Ž sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ bL× sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL× ©±π
©±∑≥ ’ ¨±∑±≥‹¥ w«u« ¨∂≥∏  ®
Fols. 114r–115v
wÞuKHM*« ÍdOAI« bOF« oOPœ sÐ `²H« uÐ√ s¹b« wIð lOD sÐ V¼Ë sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL× ©≤∞
©±π≥ ’ ¨±∑¥±‹¥ w«u« ¨∑∞≤  ® ÍdB*«
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Fols. 115v–116v
XOÐ qO9Ë sÐUÐ ÂUA« w ·dF¹Ë qŠd*« sÐ« s¹b« —b- bLB« b³Ž sÐ wJ sÐ dLŽ sÐ bL× ©≤±
©≤∂¥ ’ ¨±∏∞≤‹¥ w«u« ¨∑±∂  ® wFUA« w½UL¦F« q-_« ÍdB*« ‰U*«
Fol. 116v
 ® wK³M(« tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« fLý —UL(« Ê«Ëd bË s d9 sÐ sŠ sÐ vOŽ sÐ bL× ©≤≤
©≥∞µ ’ ¨±∏¥∂‹¥ w«u« ¨∑∂≥
Fols. 116v–117v
©≥≥µ ’ ¨±∏π∞‹¥ w«u« ¨∑≥≤  ® s¹b« d< w{UI« tK« qC sÐ bL× ©≤≥
Fols. 117v–120, 205, 2, 196v
¨±π±∑‹¥ w«u« ¨∑¥±  ® d-UM« pK*« —uBM*« sÐ `²H« uÐ√ s¹b« d-U½ ÊËËöP sÐ bL× ©≤¥
©≥µ≥ ’
Fols. 196v–197r
qCH« uÐ√ s¹b« ‰ULł ÍdB*« wI¹dù« wFH¹Ëd« Í—UB½_« bLŠ√ sÐ wKŽ sÐ ÂdJ sÐ bL× ©≤µ
©µ¥ ’ ¨≤∞¥¥‹µ w«u« ¨∑±±  ®
Fol. 197r
©±∞∏ ’ ¨≤±≤±‹µ w«u« ¨∂¥∂  ® w$u)« s¹b« qC√ pK*« b³Ž sÐ —ËUU½ sÐ bL× ©≤∂
Fols. 197v–198v
w«u« ¨∑¥µ  ® wÞU½dG« ÊUOŠ uÐ√ s¹b« dOŁ√ ÊUOŠ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ wKŽ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ bL× ©≤∑
©≤∂∑ ’ ¨≤≥¥µ‹µ
Fol. 198v
¨ø  ® wLO²« s¹b« r$ sÐ tK« b³Ž uÐ√ s¹b« V× rz«b« b³Ž sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ bL× ©≤∏
©≤π∞ ’ ¨≤≥¥∏‹µ w«u«
Fol. 199r
©≤π≤ ’ ¨≤≥µ±‹µ w«u« ¨∂≥∞ bFÐ  ® włËU« s¹b« ‰ULł bL× ©≤π
Fols. 199r–200v
©≥±¥ ’ ¨≤≥∏∏‹µ w«u« ¨∑µ∂  ® wÐdG*« sÐ o×Ý≈ uÐ√ s¹b« ‰ULł bLŠ√ sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥∞
Fol. 200v
¨≤¥∑≥‹∂ w«u« ¨∂µπ  ® w½öIF« s¹b« wH- ‚Ë“d sÐ tK« W³¼ sÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥±
©≥π ’
Fol. 201r
’ ¨≤¥πµ‹∂ w«u« ¨∑¥¥  ® wÐU³I« vM*« wÐ√ sÐ s¹b« s¹“ `U- sÐ  UdŽ sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥≤
©µµ
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Fols. 201r–201v
 ® ÍœdFÝù« w½U³OA« s¹b« d< o×Ý≈ uÐ√ ÊöC sÐ bL× sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ ÊULI sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥≥
©π∑ ’ ¨≤µ≤∑‹∂ w«u« ¨∂π≥
Fol. 201v
©±¥∑ ’ ¨≤µπ≤‹∂ w«u« ¨∂∏∑  ® Íd³F'« s¹b« ÊU¼dÐ œ«bý sÐ œUCF sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥¥
Fol. 201v
©±∂¥ ’ ¨≤∂±¥‹∂ w«u« ¨∑¥π  ® ÍbOýd« s¹b« ÊU¼dÐ tK« b³Ž sÐ 5łô sÐ rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥µ
Fols. 201v–202r
©±∑≥ ’ ¨≤∂≥≥‹∂ w«u« ¨ø  ® ÍdB*« Í—uM« Âöž —ULF*«Ë —U−(« ‰UI¹Ë pzU(« rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥∂
Fols. 202r–202v
©±∏∞ ’ ¨≤∂≥∂‹∂ w«u« ¨∑¥µ  ® uAM« WUš sÐ«Ë …UHJ« ‰ULł s¹b« ‰ULł rO¼dÐ≈ ©≥∑
Fol. 202v
©≤≥≥ ’ ¨≤∑∞∏‹∂ w«u« ¨∂∏≤  ® w«dI« włUNMB« s¹b« »UNý f¹—œ≈ sÐ bLŠ√ ©≥∏
Fol. 203r
w«u« ¨∑≤∞  ® bu*« w½«—bMJÝù« b²;« w½«uÝ_« s¹b« ¡UNÐ Â«eŽ sÐ dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ bLŠ√ ©≥π
©≤∑∞ ’ ¨≤∑∂µ‹∂
Fols. 203r–204v
s(« wKŽ wÐ√ dO_« sÐ ”U³F« uÐ√ 5MR*« dO√ tK« dQÐ r9U(« ÂUô« s(« sÐ bLŠ√ ©¥∞
©≥±∑ ’ ¨≤∏±π‹∂ w«u« ¨ø  ® wÝU³F« dNE²*« sÐ býd²*« sÐ wKŽ sÐ dJÐ wÐ√ sÐ w³I«
Fol. 204v
¨∂∑±  ® w³K(« dOŁ_« sÐ s¹b« fLý sÐ s¹b« ·dý sÐ s¹b« ÃUð bL× sÐ bOFÝ sÐ bLŠ√ ©¥±
©≥π≤ ’ ¨≤π∞∂‹∂ w«u«
Fol. 87r
wÐ√ Âd9_« s¹b« rKŽ d¼UD« uÐ√ q³ý sÐ —U³'« b³Ž sÐ nÝu¹ sÐ —U³'« b³Ž sÐ qOFLÝ≈ ©¥≤
©±¥± ’ ¨¥∞¥≥‹π w«u« ¨∂±∞  ® ÍdB*« wÝbI*« w¹uB« w«c'« ÃU−(«
Fols. 87r–87v
s¹b« wIð —uBM*« sÐ dHE*« sÐ qC_« sÐ ¡«bH« uÐ√ s¹b« œULŽ b¹R*« pK*« wKŽ sÐ qOFLÝ≈ ©¥≥
©±∑≥ ’ ¨¥∞∏µ‹π w«u« ¨∑≥≤  ® ÍœUý sÐ »u¹√ sÐ ÁUAM¼Uý sÐ dLŽ
Fol. 88r
uÐ√ s¹b« œULŽ —uBM*« sÐ d-UM« sÐ `UB« pK*« ÊUDK« ÊËËöP sÐ bL× sÐ qOFLÝ≈ ©¥¥
©≤±π ’ ¨¥±≤≥‹π w«u« ¨∑¥∂  ® ¡«bH«
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Fols. 88r–88v
’ ¨¥±≤¥‹π w«u« ¨∑¥≥  ® wö« s¹b« b− Uł«u)«  uPU¹ sÐ bL× sÐ qOFLÝ≈ ©¥µ
©≤≤∞
Fol. 88v
©≤∏µ ’ ¨¥≤±±‹π w«u« ¨∑¥∂  ® s¹b« ¡UNÐ dO_« rK-√ ©¥∂
Fols. 88v–89r
©≤π¥ ’ ¨¥≤≤µ‹π w«u« ¨∑¥∏  ® s¹b« ŸU−ý dO_« udž√ ©¥∑
Fols. 89r–89v
©≥±∞ ’ ¨¥≤¥µ‹π w«u« ¨∂∑∂  ® w½UP—UH« dIMP¬ ©¥∏
Fol. 89v
©≥±≥ ’ ¨¥≤¥∑‹π w«u« ¨∑¥µ  ® Í—ö« dIMP¬ ©¥π
Fols. 89v–90v
©≥≤∂ ’ ¨¥≤∂µ‹π w«u« ¨∑≤∞ bFÐ  ® s¹b« ‰ULł Âd_« ‘uP¬ ©µ∞
Fols. 91r–91v
©≥≥∂ ’ ¨¥≤∂∑‹π w«u« ¨∑≥∂  ® s¹b« ‰ULł dO_« wdý_« ‘uP¬ ©µ±
Fols. 91v–92r
©≥¥µ ’ ¨¥≤∑µ‹π w«u« ¨∑≤∂  ® dOGB« s¹b« .d9 Âd9√ ©µ≤
Fols. 92r–92v
©≥¥∏ ’ ¨¥≤∑∂‹π w«u« ¨∑≥∏  ® Íd-UM« “u9_« ©µ≥
Fol. 92v
©≥∂µ¥ ’ ¨¥≤π≤‹π w«u« ¨∑¥¥  ® Íd-UM« wPU« w½«œ—U*« UG³MD√ ©µ¥
Fol. 92v
©≥∂∂ ’ ¨¥≤π≥‹π w«u« ¨∑¥¥  ® wËU'« UG³MD√ ©µµ
Fol. 93r
©≥∑∞ ¨¥≤π∂‹π w«u« ¨∑≥≥≠¥  ® ”U*√ ©µ∂
Fols. 93r–93v
©≥∑≤ ’ ¨¥≤π∑‹π w«u« ¨∑¥∂  ® s¹b« nOÝ dO_« pK*√ ©µ∑
Fols. 93v–94r
©¥≥± ’ ¨¥≥∂µ‹π w«u« ¨∑¥∞  ® ÊËËöP sÐ bL× d-UM« sÐ „u½¬ ©µ∏
Fols. 94r–96v
’ ¨¥¥≥∞‹π w«u« ¨∂µµ  ® w½UL9d²« s¹b« eŽ eF*« pK*« w(UB« tK« b³Ž sÐ p³¹√ ©µπ
©¥∂π
Fol. 96v
©±∑ ’ ¨¥¥∂±‹±∞ w«u« ¨∑≥∏  ® ÍdOD)« db¹√ ©∂∞
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Commentary:
The source is S˛ala≠h˝ al-D|n Khal|l ibn Aybak al-S˛afad| (d. 764/1363), Kita≠b
al-Wa≠f| bi-al-Wafa≠ya≠t. References are to the edition published beginning in 1949,47
with mention of the date of death (preceded by ta≠’), the volume and the number of
the biography in it, and finally the page on which the biography begins.
Al-S˛afad| is quoted only thrice in the Khit¸at¸,48 but most of the persons whose
biographies are found in this resumé are mentioned in this work. When al-Maqr|z|
speaks of a particular building erected by a celebrity, he adds details about his
biography. For the Mamlu≠k period, most of the information can be traced back to
this resumé, but it would be too reductive to believe that the resumé was used
solely in the Khit¸at.¸ I have noticed that al-Maqr|z| also used this kind of biography
in Al-Muqaffá. Further study will be required in order to verify whether this
material also appears in Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’ and Al-Sulu≠k. The epitome resumes
with what seems to be the end of the letter hamzah, and it is tempting to think that
al-Maqr|z| did not go further. This is far from being the case: Khit¸at¸, 2:35 contains
a biography of Bashta≠k, where al-Maqr|z| reveals that most of it was borrowed
from al-S˛afad| (i.e., Al-Wa≠f|). This citation shows that he made a resumé of
Al-Wa≠f| which went far beyond what is found in the notebook.
VI. (quire XIV, fols. 124r–125v)
No title. Two fas˝ls dealing with juridical matters, one regarding the law of inheritance
when the deceased leaves three or more daughters and no son, the other the
conditions according to the various schools of law in which the security for a debt
(rahn al-dayn) vanishes.
List of the fas˝ls and incipit:
Fols. 124r–124v
U¦KŁ sN Ê≈ d9– sÐ« dOž s d¦9U  UMÐ ÀöŁ „dðË  U s Ê√ ·öš ô ∫ UM³« À«dO w qB
›ÆÆÆ¤ „dð U
Fols. 124v–125v
WLš vKŽ UNO rKF« q¼√ nK²š« WQ Ác¼ ∫sNðd*« ôË s¼«d« qF dOž s s¼d« ·öð w qB
47Das biographische Lexikon des S˛ala≠h˝add|n al|l ibn Aibak as˝-S˛afad|, Bibliotheca Islamica 6,
ed. H. Ritter (vol. 1), S. Dedering (vol. 2–6), I. ‘Abba≠s (vol. 7), M. Y. Najm (vol. 8), J. Van Ess
(vol. 9), A. Amara and J. Sublet (vol. 10) (Wiesbaden-Istanbul-Damascus-Beirut, 1949–80).
48See Guest, "A List of Writers," 118; Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:69 (A‘ya≠n al-‘As˝r), 75, and
96. Note that Har|d| gives two titles on pp. 75 and 96: Ta≠r|kh and Kita≠b, but neither of them
appears in the Khit¸at.¸ In fact, both of them are passages coming from the Kita≠b al-Wa≠f| (number 1
of the resumé appears in Khit¸at,¸ 2:429).
›ÆÆÆ¤ ‰«uP√
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Commentary:
So far I have not been able to identify the source of these fas˝ls, nor to see if
something equivalent appears in al-Maqr|z|’s extant works. Still I want to point
out that he dwells on the problem of inheritance in the Fatimid period in the
Khit¸at¸, 1:111, which demonstrates that he was interested in this matter.
VII. (quires XV–XVI, fols. 131r–142r)
Title on fol. 131r, line 1: Fas˝l f| Mana≠fi‘ al-H˛ayawa≠n.
Ê«uO(« lUM w qB
Incipit (fol. 131r, lines 1–2):
›ÆÆÆ¤ t ÊdP ô dUŠ t Ê«uOŠ ¨nKþ t ÊdP t Íc« Ê«uO(«
List of the animals:
Fol. 131r ”dH«
qG³«
Fols. 131r–131v —UL(«
Fol. 131v qL'«
dI³«
Fols. 131v–132r ”uU'«
Fol. 132r ÊQC«
eF*«
q¹_«
ÈË¬ sÐ«
Fols. 132r–132v V½—_«
Fol. 132v bÝ_«
d³³«
VKF¦«
Fols. 132v–133r d¹eM)«
Fol. 133r »b«
Fols. 133r–133v Vzc«
Fol. 133v —uM«
l³C«
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bNH«
Fols. 133v–134r œdI«
Fol. 134r VKJ«
dLM«
Fols. 134r–134v œUM«
Fol. 134v —«Ë Á–Uý
qOH«
Fols. 134v–135r Êb9dJ«
Fol. 135r ”dŽ sÐ«
Fols. 135r–139r dOD« lUM w qB
Fol. 135r “Ëù«
q³K³«
Fols. 135r–135v Âu³«
Fol. 135v È—U³(«
q−(«
…√b(«
ÂUL(«
Fols. 135v–136r ·UD)«
Fol. 136r ◊«uÞu«
ÃUłb«
Fols. 136r–136v ršd«
Fol. 136v ⁄«e«
”ËËUD«
Fols. 136v–137r —uHBF«
Fol. 137r »UIF«
¡UIMF«
Fols. 137r–137v »«dG«
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Fol. 137v W²šUH«
Z³I«
oKIK«
s¹e(« pU
Fols. 137v–138r dM«
Fol. 138r ÂUFM«
Fols. 138r–138v b¼bN«
Fol. 138v ◊«uÞu«
WŽ«dO«
ÂULO«
Í“U³«
◊uM²«
Ã—b²«
Fols. 138v–139r fMPuI«
Fol. 139r w9dJ«
¡UG³³«
Fols. 139r–141v Â«uN«Ë   «dA(« w qB
Fol. 139r W{—_«
Fols. 139r–139v vF_«
Fol. 139v Àužd³«
ÊU³F¦«
’uPd(«
Fols. 139v–140r WO(«
Fol. 140r 5Þ«d)«
¡UHM)«
eI« œËœ
»UÐc«
Fols. 140r–140v «—bMôU«
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Fol. 140v ’dÐ√ ÂUÝ
…UH×K«
VC«
»dIF«
Fols. 140v–141r  u³JMF«
Fol. 141r —QH«
‘«dH«
fUH«
Fols. 141r–141v qLI«
Fol. 141v WłUMB«
Fols. 141v–142r ¡U*« Ê«uOŠ w qB
Fol. 141v ÕUL²«
«bO- WJOLÝ
Fols. 141v–142r oKF«
Fol. 142r …œUŽd«
Commentary:
This fas˝l deals only with animals, more precisely the medical usefulness of some
parts of their bodies. Evidently, the animals are classified according to species,
although al-Maqr|z| did not indicate in each case the precise species.49 Within
each species, the classification adopted is alphabetical, although one can see that
some animals have been added at the end of each species, as if al-Maqr|z| was
going backwards in the text he was reading. It is hard to conceive that this kind of
information could have been of any use to al-Maqr|z| for any of his writings, but
this impression is misleading. I was able to trace at least two quotations from this
resumé in the Khit¸at.¸ Both of them deal with animals of the last classification: the
crocodile (Khit¸at¸, 1:67) and the ra‘‘a≠dah (the electric ray) (Khit¸at¸, 1:65). In the
first of these, two lines before the beginning of the passage, al-Maqr|z| cites the
49It is only the case at the beginning of the resumé, where one perceives that we have first the
dawa≠bb (riding animals), followed by the na‘am (grazing livestock), then the siba≠‘ (beasts of
prey).
50This is Abu≠ al-‘Ala≠’ Zuhr ibn ‘Abd al-Malik ibn Muh˝ammad ibn Marwa≠n ibn Zuhr al-Ishb|l|
al-Iya≠d| (d. 525/1131). See on him GAL 1:486, no. 13 and S1:889, no. 13. He is the author of a
name of Ibn Zuhr,50 which is preceded a few lines before by the name of Ibn
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al-Bayt¸a≠r. It would, of course, be tempting to attribute the material to be found in
the resumé to Ibn Zuhr, but this would be acting too quickly. The text that appears
immediately after the name of Ibn Zuhr is not to be found in the resumé, which
proves that the direct source is different. A comparison of the resumé with a
manuscript of Ibn Zuhr’s Khawa≠s˝s˝ al-Ha˛yawa≠n (Berlin, Ahlwardt 6166) reveals
that the data contained in both texts are very similar. However, in Ibn al-Zuhr’s
text, the material is presented differently: all the animals are considered as a group,
organized alphabetically, without taking into account a statement of species. It is
highly improbable that al-Maqr|z| would have written the resumé reordering all the
data according to the division in species. This is completely incompatible with his
working method, as we will establish in "Maqriziana II." The fact that al-Maqr|z|’s
resumé bears resemblance to Ibn Zuhr’s text indicates that he must have used an
intermediate source which relied mainly on Ibn Zuhr. This is the case with Ibn
al-Bayt¸a≠r (d. 646/1248) in his Al-Ja≠mi‘ li-Mufrada≠t al-Adwiyah wa-al-Aghdhiyah,51
where Ibn Zuhr is quoted for the medical benefits of the crocodile. This proves that
the material found in the Khit¸at ¸comes directly from Ibn al-Bayta¸≠r, but it is impossible
to identify the resumé as being an epitome of Ibn al-Bayt¸a≠r’s book, which is
comparable to Ibn Zuhr’s work in its arrangement of the data (i.e.,  no distribution
by species). We thus have to look for another author who would have relied on Ibn
Zuhr, but would have rearranged the data according to species. This is the case
with al-Qazw|n|’s ‘Aja≠’ib al-Makhlu≠qa≠t.52 Here again, a comparison of the resumé
with the data included in this text reveals that there is an important relationship
between the two, and one could believe that this is actually the original source of
al-Maqr|z| in the Liège manuscript. Problems remain: al-Qazw|n| did not consider
the aquatic animals, meaning that the crocodile and the ra‘‘a≠dah do not appear in
his book, and data found in the resumé are lacking in the ‘Aja≠’ib. Al-Qazw|n|’s
book must thus be set aside, leaving the mystery of the source of the resumé in the
book entitled Khawa≠s˝s˝ al-H˛ayawa≠n, where khawa≠s˝s˝ is a synonym of mana≠fi‘.
51Cairo-Bu≠la≠q, 1291/1874, 4 vols.
52Ed. F. Wüstenfeld (Göttingen, 1849) under the title Zakarija Ben Muhammed Ben Mahmud
el-Cazwini’s Kosmographie: Erster Theil: Kita≠b ‘Aja≠’ib al-Makhlu≠qa≠t. Al-Qazw|n| died in
682/1283.
53M. Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften  (Leiden/Cologne, 1972), 5–42, speaks of
other works related to this kind of literature, where the material was classified according to
species and then by alphabetical order of the animals, but I must still investigate this matter. One
of these works, the Maba≠hij al-Fikar of al-Wat¸wa≠t,¸ must be disregarded, as it does not deal with
the medical uses of the various parts of animals (khawa≠s˝s˝). See R. Kruk, "Some Late Mediæval
Zoological Texts and Their Sources," in Actas del XII Congreso de la U.E.A.I. (Malaga, 1984)
(Madrid, 1986), 424.
Liège codex unresolved for the time being.53
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In summary, Ibn Zuhr’s Khawa≠s˝s ˝al-H˛ayawa≠n is probably the basis of the
resumé, but by way of another source which relied on it while reordering the
material according to species.
VIII. (quire XVII, fols. 146r–149r)
No title. Text dealing with love and its various aspects.
List of the sections and incipit:
Fol. 146r ›ÆÆÆ¤ ¡UHł W½«R dOGÐ ŸUL'« ◊«dIÐ√ ‰UP ∫WK³I« w ©±
›ÆÆÆ¤ ÊËdAŽË WŁöŁ WŁœU;« »«œ¬ ©≤
Fol. 146v ›ÆÆÆ¤ UÐœ√ ±¥ ∫WFłUC*« »«œ¬ ©≥
Fol. 147r ›ÆÆÆ¤ q9UA²« —bP vKŽ tHF{Ë tðuPË f½U−²« ∫oAF« V³Ý ©¥
Fol. 148r Vð«d lÐ—√ t ÂöJ« ©µ
Fol. 148v ›ÆÆÆ¤ UN²³KžË …uNA« q×Hð ∫WÞUOK« V³Ý ©∂
Commentary:
The main theme of the section is love. The various sections discuss how to kiss, to
converse, to sleep with somebody, the reasons for passion, the different kinds of
intercourse, and finally the reasons that could explain a leaning toward sodomy. It
is very difficult to identify the original source from which al-Maqr|z| made this
resumé and to determine whether he used it for any of his books, preserved or
lost. While consulting the Niha≠yat al-Arab of al-Nuwayr|, I realized that this
encyclopedist spoke about human passion, and argues about the reasons for this
facet of love . It appears that the material found there (Niha≠yat al-Arab, 2:135–38)
is similar to no. 4 in al-Maqr|z|’s resumé. In spite of similarities, al-Nuwayr|
cannot be considered to be al-Maqr|z|’s direct source, because there are details in
the resumé absent from the Niha≠yat al-Arab. Both of them must have utilized the
same source once more.
IX. (quire XVII, fols. 149r–149v)
Title on fol. 149r, lines 3–4: Maqtal al-Faq|h ‘Uma≠rah from Kita≠b al-Khit¸at¸/Ibn
al-Mutawwaj.
jD)« »U²9 w Ãu²*« sÐ« d9– U vKŽ …—ULŽ tOIH« q²I
Incipit (fol. 149r, lines 4–5):
›ÆÆÆ¤ WOUA« œö³« v≈ tłu²« bBPË s¹b« Õö- —u√  dI²Ý«Ë b{UF«  U U* ‰UP
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Explicit (fol. 149v, lines 9–10):
Ær9ƒUÝ≈Ë rN½UŠ≈ wMK²P U/≈ ‰UI pÐU³ŠSÐ ŸUL²łô« p q−ŽË ›ÆÆÆ¤
Commentary:
The source of this epitome is clearly indicated by al-Maqr|z| as being the Kita≠b
al-Khit¸at ¸ written by Ibn al-Mutawwaj. He is to be identified with Ta≠j al-D|n
Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wahha≠b Ibn al-Mutawwaj (d. 730/1329), who is the
author of a book dealing with khit¸at ¸ entitled ¡qa≠z˝ al-Mutaghaffil wa-Itti‘a≠z˝ al-
Muta’ammil, which is considered lost. This work is one of the few that al-Maqr|z|
cites in his introduction to the Khit¸at ¸(1:5) among the sources he relied upon.54 It
has previously been stated that all the references to this work in the Khit¸at ¸concern
old Cairo (prior to the Fatimids) and refer only to archeological matters. The
resumé preserved here brings up material which goes against this mistaken idea,
and establishes the importance of the historical data presented here.55
X. (quire XVII, fols. 149v–150r)
Title on fol. 149v, line 10:
Â«d¼_«
Incipit (fol. 149v, lines 10–11):
›ÆÆÆ¤ ◊UDH« WKÐUI w Ud¼ dAŽ WO½ULŁ U¼œbŽ
Explicit (fol. 150r, lines 6–7):
ÆU¼dš¬ ÂËbO Âd¼Ë UNK³P U2 rEŽ√ vÝu ÊuŽd WM¹b bMŽË ›ÆÆÆ¤
Commentary:
Some passages of this resumé on the pyramids can be identified in the Khit¸at¸
(1:116, 119). For the first occurrence, al-Maqr|z| identifies the source as Kita≠b
Tuh˝fat al-Alba≠b of Abu≠ ‘Abd Alla≠h Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Rah˝|m al-Qays|
[al-Gharna≠t¸|] (d. 565/1170). The data are almost identical and a date (501) which
is mentioned in the resumé appears again in the Khit¸at¸, on the same page. Moreover,
the quotation in the Khit¸at ¸ can be traced in the published version of the Tuh˝fat
54For the quotations noticed in the Khit¸at¸, see Guest, "A List of Writers," 116 and Har|d|, Fihrist
Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:72, 74, 82, 94. The title given by al-Maqr|z| varies greatly from one reference to
another: ¡qa≠z˝ al-Mutaghaffil, al-Khit¸at¸, al-Ta≠r|kh, al-Kita≠b.
55I have not traced exactly the data preserved here in al-Maqr|z|’s books. But compare with
Al-Muqaffá (ed. M. al-Ya‘la≠w|, Beirut, 1991), 8:740 sqq. and Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’ (ed. H˛ilm| M.
Ah˝mad, Cairo, 1973), 3:332–34.
56See Ayman Fu’a≠d Sayyid’s edition (London, 2002), 1:313–14.
al-Alba≠b,56 which prompts me to regard this work as definitely the source of the resumé.
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XI. (quire XVII, fol. 150r)
Title on fol. 150r, line 7: Khabar f|hi Mu‘tabar.
d³²F tO d³š
Incipit (lines 7–8):
 s−UÐ ∂∂∏ WMÝ dšü« lOÐ— dNý dAŽ YUŁ w dOÐe« sÐ »uIF¹ s¹b« s¹“ d¹“u« VŠUB« wuð
›ÆÆÆ¤
Commentary:
The source of this very short excerpt (14 lines) remains to be identified. Part of
the data is to be found in Al-Sulu≠k,57 1:447.
XII. (quire XVII, fols. 150r–150v)
Title on fol. 150r, lines 20–21: Mukhta≠r min Akhba≠r Ban| Ayyu≠b/Muh˝ammad ibn
‘Al| ibn ‘Abd al-‘Az|z Ibn Naz˝|f al-H˛amaw| al-Ka≠tib.
VðUJ« ÍuL(« nOE½ sÐ e¹eF« b³Ž sÐ wKŽ sÐ bL× nOQð ¨»u¹√ wMÐ —U³š√ s —U²<
Incipit (fol. 150r, lines 21–22):
›ÆÆÆ¤ Í—Ë“dNA« sÐ w{UI« t×² w½U¦« fd¼ XOÐ …eO'« s dO-uÐ W¹dIÐ dNþ UNO µ∑π WMÝ
Explicit (fol. 150v, lines 13–15):
Êb*« s X½U9Ë fOMð WM¹b ÂbNÐ wÐu¹_« ‰œUF« sÐ qUJ« d√ UNM ‰«uý w ∂≤¥ WMÝ ›ÆÆÆ¤
ÆWKOK'«
Commentary:
The stated source of this resumé is the Akhba≠r Ban| Ayyu≠b by Muh˝ammad ibn
‘Al| ibn ‘Abd al-‘Az|z Ibn Naz˛|f al-H˛amaw| (d. in the second part of the
seventh/thirteenth century). Ibn Naz˝|f is the author of three books, of which only
one has been preserved: Al-Ta≠r|kh al-Mansu˝≠r|, Talkh|s˝ al-Kashf wa-al-Baya≠n f|
H˛awa≠dith al-Zama≠n.58 As its title indicates, the book is a shorter version of a
universal history (Al-Kashf wa-al-Baya≠n f| H˛awa≠dith al-Zama≠n). The Al-Ta≠r|kh
al-Mansu˝≠r|  ends with the year 624 and is considered to be the most important
57Ed. M. Mus˝t¸afá Ziya≠dah (Cairo, 1967).
58See the critical edition of this work by Abu≠ al-‘¡d Du≠du≠ (Damascus, 1981). The editor decided
to publish only the part beginning with the year 589. Prior to this edition, a facsimile of the
unicum preserved at St. Petersburg in Russia had been published by P. Griaznevich (Moscow,
1960).
59See Claude Cahen, La Syrie du nord à l’époque des croisades et de la principauté franque
d’Antioche (Paris, 1940), 57–58; idem, "Editing Arabic Chronicles: a Few Suggestions," Islamic
source for the Ayyubid period.59 A close examination of the text reveals that
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material on early Islamic history and successive periods is by far more concise
than the parts beginning with the year 580. It is thus not surprising to notice that
al-Maqr|z| began his resumé with the year 579 and continued with the following
years: 597, 601, 611, 622, 624, taking notes for events related to Egypt. The data
correspond exactly to what is found in the original source, consequently confirming
that what al-Maqr|z| entitles Akhba≠r Ban| Ayyu≠b is equivalent to Al-Ta≠r|kh al-
Mansu˝≠r|, and it has been reutilized for the Khit¸at ¸and other of his works, although
neither the author's name nor the title of the work appears in any of them.
XIII. (quire XVII, fols. 150v–151r)
Title on fol. 150v, in the margin: Mukhta≠r min Ta≠r|kh Ibn Naz˝|f al-Kab|r/Ibn
Naz˝|f.
dO³J« nOE½ sÐ« a¹—Qð s —U²<
Incipit (fol. 150v, lines 15–16):
›ÆÆÆ¤ ÂöÝù« WJÝ r¼«—b«Ë dO½U½b« vKŽ Ê«Ëd sÐ pK*« b³Ž gI½ …d−N« s ∑∂ WMÝ
Explicit (fol. 151r, line 23):
ÆUŽ«—– ÊuLšË WzU t²Ð«ƒ– ‰uÞ  u(« ÃdÐ nB½ w fLA« sŽ ›ÆÆÆ¤
Commentary:
Just below the resumé (mukhta≠r) of Al-Ta≠r|kh al-Mans˝u≠r|, al-Maqr|z| added other
notes starting with the year 76, then proceeding with the following years: 91, 99,
133, 180, 199, 216, 234, 235, 237, 253, 258, 268, 274, 286, 310, 375, 398, 435,
487, 496, in which all events are more general and do not deal exclusively with
Egypt. In the margin, he added a title: Mukhta≠r min Ta≠r|kh Ibn Naz˝|f al-Kab|r.
We should understand from this title that al-Maqr|z| intended to summarize the
longest text written by Ibn Naz˝|f, i.e., Al-Kashf wa-al-Baya≠n f| H˛awa≠dith al-Zama≠n,
a work which has not been preserved, except in a shorter version (i.e., Al-Ta≠r|kh
al-Mansu˝≠r|,  see the preceding entry). A comparison of the material found in the
resumé and the beginning of Al-Ta≠r|kh al-Mans˝u≠r| shows that the wording of the
latter is different and more complete. This proves that what al-Maqr|z| included
in this resumé was not taken from Al-Ta≠r|kh al-Mans˝u≠r|, assuming that this was a
part of the longest work, but from Al-Kashf wa-al-Baya≠n itself.
XIV. (quire XVII, fols. 151r–151v)
No title. Excerpt regarding the kings of H˛imyar.
Studies 1 (1962): 11.
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Incipit (fol. 151r, lines 24–25):
fOIKÐ wMŽ√ …√d«Ë UJK ÊËdAŽË W²Ý rNO ‰uI« ·ö²š« vKŽ dOLŠ „uK lOLł ›ÆÆÆ¤
Explicit (fol. 151v, line 8):
Æ«uK9√ bP q9_« „«– bFÐ «u×³-Q «uÐdý UË Uu¹ «uK9√ U ‰UÞ bP ›ÆÆÆ¤
Commentary:
No source is indicated by al-Maqr|z| for this very short excerpt dealing with the
kings of H˛imyar. The main part consists in the quotation of six verses attributed to
Sayf ibn Dh| Yazan. The purpose of this excerpt is quite clear: al-Maqr|z| evokes
the kings of H˛imyar several times in his Khit¸at¸,60 where the Kita≠b al-T|ja≠n f|
Mulu≠k H˛imyar by Wahb ibn Munabbih, in the transmission of Abu≠ Muh˝ammad
‘Abd al-Malik ibn Hisha≠m (d. 218/833), is quoted more than once as a source.61
He even devoted a biography to H˛imyar in his Al-Muqaffá (3:691–97). However,
the material found in this excerpt was not used by him in either work. It must be
considered a preliminary step for his books or an unused note.
XV. (quire XVII, fols. 151v–155r)
Title on fol. 155r, lines 19–20: [Talkh|s]˝ Mukhta≠r min Kita≠b al-Dana≠n|r wa-al-
Dara≠him/Abu≠ Bakr Muh˝ammad ibn Khalaf ibn H˛ayya≠n al-ma‘ru≠f bi-Wak|‘.
sÐ bL× dJÐ wÐ√ nOQð ¨r¼«—b«Ë dO½U½b« »U²9 s —U²< s —UM¹b«Ë r¼—b« w qOP U XB)
ÆlO9uÐ ·ËdF*« ÊUOŠ sÐ nKš
Incipit (fol. 151v, lines 13–14):
›ÆÆÆ¤ Âœ¬ r¼—b«Ë dO½U½b« »d{ s ‰Ë√ —U³Š_« VF9 ‰UP ∫r¼—b«Ë —UM¹b« w ‰uI«
Explicit (fol. 155r, lines 17–18):
ÊuuI¹ ”UM« qF− ”UM« vDŽQ ÁdQ dOLÝ t ‰UI¹ ¡wÞ s qł— ‰U*« XOÐ vKŽ ÊU9Ë ›ÆÆÆ¤
ÆW¹dOLÝ XOLÝ pc³ W¹dOLÝ r¼«—œ
Commentary:
Fortunately the title of the source is indicated by al-Maqr|z| at the end of the text,
where with rare meticulousness he specifies that he had not seen the original work
in its complete form (fol. 155r, line 20: lam aqif ‘alá al-as˝l), but rather a resumé
(mukhta≠r) from which he made an epitome (talkh|s˝). Undoubtedly this resumé had
been prepared by another scholar and al-Maqr|z| decided to condense it. The
60See Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 1, s.v. H˛imyar and Sayf ibn Dh| Yazan.
61See ibid., 2:80.
original work was produced by Abu≠ Bakr Muh˝ammad ibn Khalaf ibn H˛ayya≠n,
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known by his shuhrah as Wak|‘. His Akhba≠r al-Qud˝a≠h made his fame, but he was
also renowned as the author of a book on numismatics. Here it is entitled Kita≠b
al-Dana≠n|r wa-al-Dara≠him, although according to the sources it was Kita≠b al-S˛arf
wa-al-Naqd wa-al-Sikkah.62 This text is now known to be one of the most ancient
on this subject, thus making it a major discovery. Numerous parts of it were used
by al-Maqr|z| for his treatise on numismatics, Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d f| Dhikr al-Nuqu≠d.
In this case as in numerous others, neither the name of the author nor the title of
his book has been cited.63
XVI. (quire XVII, fol. 155v)
No title. Fas˝l on philosophical matters regarding the soul.
Incipit (fol. 155v, lines 1–2):
ÆVUÞ dOž uN t²łUŠ sŽ lł— sË ¡UL« w UI¼Uý ÊU9 Ê≈Ë „—b »uKD q9 ∫›÷UOÐ¤ qB
›ÆÆÆ¤ w²« w¼ WO(« fHM«
Commentary:
This passage consists of just a few lines, but al-Maqr|z| deemed it so valuable that
he labelled it a fas˝l. It contains remarks on the soul and aphorisms of philosophical
or moral character. At this point, I have not been able to identify the source nor to
determine whether al-Maqr|z| used this material.
XVII. (quire XVIII, fols. 155v–156v)
No title. Excerpts on numismatics and metrology.
List of the sections and incipit:
Fol. 155v ›ÆÆÆ¤ U³¼– WJMð n√ WzU dLŠ_« pK« ∫UNÐ ÊuKUF²¹ w²« bMN« œuI½
Fol. 156r ›ÆÆÆ¤ Ê«—uð „uK qł« UNJK ∫UD)« œöÐ s oUÐ ÊUš
›ÆÆÆ¤ —UM¹bUÐ Ê«d¹≈ pU2 rEFË ‚U−HI«Ë Â“—«uš q¼√ WKUFË
›ÆÆÆ¤ UL¼—œ dAŽ UMŁ« tMŽ ‰«uF« UL¼bŠ√ Ê«—UM¹œ œ«bGÐ WKUFË
Commentary:
62See Ibn al-Nad|m, Al-Fihrist, ed. G. Flügel (Leipzig, 1871–72), 114 (Kita≠b al-Tas˝arruf . . .);
al-S˛afad|, Al-Wa≠f|, 3:43–44; GAL S1:225 (Kita≠b al-Tas˝arruf . . .); not mentioned in Fuat Sezgin,
Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums (Leiden, 1967–2000).
63This material, as well as the other parts of the notebook related to numismatics (see below,
numbers XVII and XX), will be the subject of my "Maqriziana VI," which will appear in a
forthcoming issue of MSR.
After no. XV, this is another text dealing with numismatics, but not exclusively.
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The most interesting point here is probably his discussion of China and the currency
used there: al-Maqr|z| describes, of course, the paper currency, stating that it is
printed on pieces of mulberry bark. No source is indicated in this excerpt and no
trace of it has been identified in his numismatic treatises: Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d or
Igha≠that al-Ummah bi-Kashf al-Ghummah. In the last part, however, where the
currency of Baghdad is studied, information is also given about weights. This
material has been reused for his treatise on this matter, which is entitled Al-Awza≠n
wa-al-Akya≠l al-Shar‘|yah.
XVIII. (quire XVIII, fols. 157r–160v)
Title on fol. 157r, lines 1–3: Mukhta≠r min S|rat al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|/Jama≠l
al-Mulk Abu≠ ‘Al| Mu≠sá ibn al-Ma’mu≠n Ab| ‘Abd Alla≠h Muh˝ammad ibn Fa≠tik ibn
Mukhta≠r Ibn al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|.
tK« b³Ž wÐ√ ÊuQ*« sÐ vÝu wKŽ wÐ√ pK*« ‰ULł dO_« nOQð ¨w×zUD³« ÊuQ*« …dOÝ s —U²<
Æw×zUD³« sÐUÐ Áb«Ë ·ËdF*« —U²< sÐ pðU sÐ bL×
Incipit (fol. 157r, lines 3–4):
Ê«u¹œ tO≈ nO{«Ë w½«dBM« YOK« wÐ√ sÐ« Áôuð oOI×²« Ê«u¹œ `² µ∞± WMÝ wMF¹ WM« Ác¼ w
fK:«
List of the dates and events dealt with:
Fol. 158r µ±≤ WMÝ
Fol. 158v µ±≥ WMÝ
Fol. 159r qC_« q²P d³š
Commentary:
The source is clearly indicated as being the S|rat al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|, a work
attributed to Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|. His full name was Jama≠l al-D|n Abu≠ ‘Al|
Mu≠sá Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n Muh˝ammad ibn Fa≠tik ibn Mukhta≠r al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝| (d. 588/1192),
son of the vizier al-Bat¸a≠’ih˝|, and his book, known as Ta≠r|kh Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n or
Al-S|rah al-Ma’mu≠n|yah,64 is considered one of the best sources for the Fatimid
caliphate in Egypt, even though it is lost. Our knowledge of this source and its
contents is based only on the passages found, whether attributed or not, in the
works of Ibn Muyassar (Akhba≠r Mis˝r), Ibn Sa‘|d (Al-Mughrib f| H˛ulá al-Maghrib),
al-Nuwayr| (Niha≠yat al-Arab), Ibn Duqma≠q (Al-Intis˝a≠r), and al-Maqr|z| (Al-Khit¸at¸,
64See Guest, "A List of Writers," 115; and Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:114.
65See Ayman Fu’a≠d Sayyid, "Lumières nouvelles sur quelques sources de l’histoire fatimide en
Itti‘a≠z˝ al-H˛unafa≠’, and al-Muqaffá).65 The excerpt preserved in the Liège codex is
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thus the first proof that al-Maqr|z| had access to the original source. Furthermore,
we now know that he took notes from it to prepare a resumé which would serve
him as a memorandum. The material has been identified in the three works of
al-Maqr|z| where the Fatimid period is dealt with (see above). Another interesting
feature of the notebook is that it contains a specimen of al-Maqr|z|’s notecards
(see no. LXIV), where part of the data from this resumé was transcribed later.
This rare sample gives us an opportunity to better understand al-Maqr|z|’s working
method.66
XIX. (quire XVIII, fols. 161r–163v)
Title on fol. 161r, line 1: Al-Khabar ‘an Jinkiz Kha≠n.
ÆÊUš eJMł sŽ d³)«
Incipit (fol. 161r, lines 1–2):
›ÆÆÆ¤ s¹b« Ë U¼bË√ qł— X% X½U9 «uP Êô√ vLð …√d« v≈ t³½ wN²M¹ ÊUš eJMł Ê≈ qOP
Explicit (fol. 163v, line 16):
ÆWDI½ tF{u ÊUJ tÐ öB² vuð ÁbË ÊU9Ë ›ÆÆÆ¤
Commentary:
In a series of articles published between 1971 and 1973,67 David Ayalon studied
the problem of al-Maqr|z|’s hypothetical source for the data about the ya≠sa in the
Khit¸at ¸(2:219–22). After a close examination of the sources, Ayalon was inclined
to identify it as Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|’s Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r.
He identified it as such without reservation, even though the two texts were not
quite the same, and without irrefutable proof. The resumé present in the notebook
is anonymous in the sense that no source is indicated. Nonetheless, a comparison
with what is found in the Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r68 unequivocally demonstrates that it is
the original source. Another element strengthens this attribution, an element of
which Ayalon was not aware at the time he wrote his study: on the first folio of
Égypte," Annales Islamologiques 13 (1977): 20–21. The passages that appear in the works of
al-Nuwayr| and al-Maqr|z| have been edited by Sayyid, Nus˝u≠s˝ min Akhba≠r Mis˝r li-Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n
= Passages de la Chronique d’Égypte d’Ibn al-Ma’mu≠n (Cairo, 1983).
66This argument will be treated extensively in "Maqriziana II."
67David Ayalon, "The Great Ya≠sa of Chingiz Kha≠n: A Reexamination," Studia Islamica 33–38
(1971–73).
68I compared it with the facsimile of MS Ahmet III 2797/2 produced by Fuat Sezgin (Frankfort,
1988), 4:40–55. This part has been edited by K. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich: Al-‘Umar|’s
Darstellung der mongolischen Reiche in seinem Werk Masa≠lik al-abs˝a≠r f| mama≠lik al-ams˝a≠r
(Wiesbaden, 1968).
eight volumes among the twenty-seven of the Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r preserved, one
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can read an inscription in al-Maqr|z|’s hand, which is "intaqa≠hu da≠‘iyan li-mu‘|rihi
Ah˝mad ibn ‘Al| al-Maqr|z| sanat 831."69 This is not the only example of this kind
of note. Other samples can be found in various other manuscripts of sources used
by al-Maqr|z|.70 In all these cases, he chose the verb "intaqá" which in this context
means "to take notes, to digest."71 Thanks to the date, we now have a terminus post
quem for this part of the notebook, and this is perhaps more important for the
history of the composition of the Khit¸at,¸ given its inclusion in this book. This
resumé proves definitely that al-Maqr|z| prepared a notandum of the part regarding
Chingiz Kha≠n and the ya≠sa.72 But there is more to come: Ayalon stressed that the
data found in the Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r had been deliberately distorted by al-Maqr|z|
with the aim of discrediting the ya≠sa among his contemporaries. It will now be
possible to compare the original version (Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h al-‘Umar|) with the
resumé, where some modifications are already visible, and finally with the version
in the Khit¸at.¸ Once more, we will come closer to the working technique of this
historian.73
XX. (quire XIX, fols. 166r–174v)
No title. Six fas˝ls dealing with juridical matters.
List of the fas˝ls and incipit:
Fol. 166r Ê“u«Ë qOJ«Ë Ÿ—c« ÊUOÐ w qB
Fol. 169r UNO≈ ÃU²×¹ ô Íc« tOKŽ vŽb*«Ë WMO³« v≈ ÃU²×¹ Íc« wŽb*« bŠ w qB
Fol. 169v Êü« dB0 s¹c« È—UBM«Ë œuNO« rJŠ w qB
tO ¡Uł UË sFK« d9– w qB
Fol. 172r UNOKŽ …¡«dI«Ë U¼bMŽ ·uJF«Ë UN —cM«Ë —u³I« …—U¹“ w qB
Fol. 172v —cM« w qB
69Moreover, marginal notes in al-Maqr|z|'s own handwriting have been identified by the present
writer in volumes 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 17, and 19.
70For a complete list, see "Maqriziana II."
71I will come back to this particular point in "Maqriziana II."
72At least, it is the part that has been preserved. Scholars had already noticed that al-Maqr|z| took
almost complete chapters from the Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r without acknowledgment, which confirms
that he made several resumés of this book. See Ayman Fu’a≠d Sayyid’s edition of Ibn Fad˝l Alla≠h
al-‘Umar|’s Masa≠lik al-Abs˝a≠r f| Mama≠lik al-Ams˝a≠r (Mama≠lik Mis˝r wa-al-Sha≠m wa-al-H˛ija≠z wa-
al-Yaman) (Cairo, 1985), 28 (from the introduction in Arabic). This is confirmed by the note
found on the first folio of several volumes of this text.
73This matter will be the subject of our "Maqriziana VII."
Fol. 174v tOKŽ ¡UJ³UÐ XO*« V¹cFð vMF
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Commentary:
All these fas˝ls seem to have been transcribed in sequence, as if they came from
the same source. Indeed they all treat subjects that may be defined as juridical. It
is difficult to recognize the source/sources from which al-Maqr|z| borrowed this
material. Considering the first fas˝l only, I noticed that it contains data about
numismatics and metrology which can be found in Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d, Al-Igha≠thah,
and Al-Awza≠n wa-al-Akya≠l al-Shar‘|yah, where no source is indicated. However,
in the resumé, the name of a certain Ibn al-Rif‘ah appears twice. He is anonymously
quoted again, about an event where he speaks in the first person about the da≠r
al-h˝isbah, to which, he says, he had been appointed. This person is to be identified
as Najm al-D|n Ah˝mad ibn Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Al| Ibn al-Rif‘ah (d. 710/1310).74
The sources consulted say that he was in charge of the h˝isbah in Cairo. Al-Maqr|z|
mentions that he was the author of a commentary on al-Sh|ra≠z|’s Al-Tanb|h entitled
Kifa≠yat al-Nab|h f| Sharh˝ al-Tanb|h in fifteen volumes, and also of a work on
measures and weights (al-maka≠y|l wa-al-mawa≠z|n), which was entitled, according
to Ibn H˛ajar, H˛ukm al-Mikya≠l wa-al-M|za≠n.75 It is, of course, very tempting and
credible to see in this text the source of the resumé found in the notebook, at least
for the first fas˝l. It remains to be determined whether the other fas˝ls come from
the same author, and in this case maybe from his Sharh˝ al-Tanb|h. Unfortunately,
only the book on metrology has been preserved.76
XXI. (quire XX, fols. 176r–184r77)
No title. Epitome of a Quranic commentary.
Incipit (fol. 176r, lines 1–2):
Ê« “u−¹ VKI« w ÷d*« ÊuÐcJ¹ «u½U9 U0 rO√ »«cŽ rNË U{d tK« r¼œ«e rNÐuKP w vUFð tuP
›ÆÆÆ¤ «“U−Ë WIOIŠ ÊuJ¹
Explicit (fol. 184r, line 8):
74On him, see GAL, S2:164; al-S˛afad|, Al-Wa≠f|, 7:395 (no. 3392); al-Maqr|z|, Al-Muqaffá, 1:623–24;
Ibn H˛ajar al-‘Asqala≠n|, Al-Durar al-Ka≠minah (Hyderabad, 1348/1929–30,) 1:284–87.
75Or rather, Al-¡d˝a≠h˝ wa-al-Tibya≠n f| Ma‘rifat al-Mikya≠l, according to al-Zirikl|, Al-A‘la≠m, 1:222.
76Al-^d˝a≠h˝ wa-al-Tibya≠n has been edited by M. Ah˝mad Isma≠‘|l al-Kha≠ru≠f (Mecca, 1980), but I was
unable to consult a copy of it. My hypothesis, which consists in identifying the source of the first
fas˝l in the notebook with Ibn al-Rif‘ah's Al-^d˝a≠h˝ wa-al-Tibya≠n, seems to be corroborated as
Muh˝ammad ‘Abd al-Satta≠r ‘Uthma≠n, in his edition of al-Maqr|z|'s Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d f| Dhikr al-
Nuqu≠d (Cairo, 1990), 52, after having compared the two texts, asserts that Al-^d˝a≠h served as a
basic source for al-Maqr|z| in writing his Shudhu≠r al-‘Uqu≠d.
77Fol. 177 is in fact a tiny piece of paper, oblong in form, which was pasted in the margin of fol.
178.
ÆWMÝ UNłË“ XOÐ w rIð Ë√ bKð r U UNŽd³ð “u−¹ ô wŽ«“Ë_« sŽË ›ÆÆÆ¤
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Commentary:
A glance at this resumé shows immediately that it consists of an epitome of a
Quranic commentary, beginning with Quran 2:10 and ending with Quran 4:4. No
source is indicated by al-Maqr|z|, but I found the name of al-Zamakhshar| quoted
once on fol. 177r. Comparison with al-Zamakhshar|’s Al-Kashsha≠f ‘an H˛aqa≠’iq
al-Tanz|l reveals that it was the original source of the resumé. Al-Zamakhshar| is
cited only once in the Khit¸at¸78 (1:161), for Quran 89:5–7. This could mean that
al-Maqr|z| went on with the resumé, presumably until the end of the commentary.
Here, once more, we have only a quire that has been preserved, and it would be
too conjectural to conclude that an entire resumé of the book exists for the sole
reason that a quotation related to the end of it appears in one of his books. The
aim of a Quranic resumé is clear when one looks at the Khit¸at¸, but other quotations
must have been used by al-Maqr|z| for his other works, extant or not.
XXII. (quire XXI, fols. 187r–191v)
No title. Long biography of a Mamluk who died in 812.
Incipit (fol. 187r, lines 1–2):
›ÆÆÆ¤ wÝU−³« s¹b« ‰ULł ÍdO³« rÝUP sÐ dHFł sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ bL× sÐ bLŠ√ sÐ nÝu¹
Explicit (fol. 191v, lines 1–3):
wH√ vKŽ ›ÆÆÆ¤ d9– vKŽ ›ÆÆÆ¤ ÊULŁË V¼c« s —UM¹œ n√ WzULF³Ý vKŽ t²9dð XKL²ý«Ë ›ÆÆÆ¤
U³¼– —UM¹œ n√
Commentary:
This very long biography is written in al-Maqr|z|’s handwriting, of course, but it
differs from the other resumés. Diacritical dots are scarcer and the letters were
written quickly. The person dealt with here was an important Mamluk who
accumulated an immense fortune during his lifetime. The date of his death clearly
indicates that this biography did not find its place in Al-Muqaffá, a biographical
dictionary of Egyptian residents, from pre-Islamic times to the middle of the
eighth/fourteenth century. As this Mamluk was a contemporary of al-Maqr|z|, his
biography must have been written for another of his works: Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-
78See Har|d|, Fihrist Khit¸at¸ Mis˝r, 2:99.
Far|dah f| Tara≠jim al-A‘ya≠n al-Muf|dah.  Unfortunately,  this important source has
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not yet been fully published. It is preserved in an incomplete autograph manuscript
in Gotha (A 1771),79 and there exists a complete copy made from the autograph
which is held in a private collection in Mosul, where it remains inaccessible to
scholars.80 Fortunately, my eyes fell by mere chance on the Durar al-Fawa≠’id
al-Munaz˝z˝amah f| Akhba≠r al-H˛ajj wa-T˛ar|q Makkah al-Mu‘az˝z˝amah, a book written
by ‘Abd al-Qa≠dir ibn Muh˝ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Qa≠dir al-Ans˝a≠r| al-Jaz|r| (d. after
976/1568),81 where I found an interesting passage (92–94) dealing with the same
Mamluk. There, the author gives a detailed biography which, he says, he cites
from the Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-Far|dah of al-Maqr|z|! In the absence of an edition
of the complete manuscript, this information is, of course, vital. In this way, I
have been able to compare the biography in the notebook with the one in al-Jaz|r|’s
work, concluding that the texts are very similar, the information given in the
notebook being more complete. This leads us to infer that the text found in the
notebook is in fact a preliminary stage of redaction for the Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-
Far|dah, or it may alternatively be the definitive one, conjecturing in this case
that al-Jaz|r| changed the wording of al-Maqr|z|, which would not be surprising.
The fact that the script is abnormal (impression of rapid writing) reinforces this
interpretation.
79Published by M. Kama≠l al-D|n ‘Izz al-D|n ‘Al| (Beirut, 1992). The manuscript on which this
edition is based contains biographies beginning with the letter alif, part with the letter ba≠’ (Abu≠
Bakr), then some with the letter ‘ayn and one with the letter da≠l (Da≠’u≠d). As M. al-Ya‘la≠w| has
shown (Al-Muqaffá, 8:699–700), the biographies beginning with ‘ayn are related to persons who
died prior to the middle of the eighth/fourteenth century. It is thus ruled out that they were part of
the Durar, and it is more probable that we are dealing with part of Al-Muqaffá that was misplaced
after the death of al-Maqr|z|.
80See Mah˝mu≠d al-Jal|l|, "Durar al-‘Uqu≠d al-Far|dah f| Tara≠jim al-A‘ya≠n al-Muf|dah lil-Maqr|z|,"
Majallat al-Majma‘ al-‘Ilm| al-‘Ira≠q| 13 (1966): 201–14; idem, "Tarjamat Ibn Khaldu≠n lil-Maqr|z|,"
ibid., 215–42.
81On him, see GAL, 2:325 (no. 1); S2:447 (no. 1) and 517 (no. 10c) (Brockelmann confused him
twice; the information given in the last reference is an error). The book was published in Cairo in
1384/1964–65.
To be continued
